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Abstract
HERBIG Ae/Be STARS: AN INVESTIGATION OF MOLECULAR
ENVIRONMENTS AND ASSOCIATED STELLAR POPULATIONS
February 1995
Lynne a. Hillenbrand, A.B., Princeton University
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Directed by: Professor Stephen E. Strom
We have carried out a molecular mapping, optical and infrared imaging, and
stellar-classification spectroscopic survey of star-forming sites containing young (r <
1 Myr) intermediate- and high-mass (M > SM®) stars. Our target sample is drawn
from the set of pre-main sequence Herbig Ae/Be stars with spectral types earlier than
B7, and focusses on those which are isolated from large complexes of extensive star-
formation. Our aim is to quantify the local environmental characteristics (molecular
and stellar clustering) of regions in which high-mass stars are being produced, in
order to compare these properties with those of regions in which only low-mass stars
are being produced.
In the current analysis, we first investigate the general attributes of the small
clouds within which our sample of massive Ae/Be stars is found. We then define
an appropriate size scale (1/3 pc x 1/3 pc in area) over which to investigate stellar
clustering properties, and identify small (a few to tens in number), dense (several
hundred to several thousand stars per cubic parsec), partially - obscured stellar
aggregates projected onto the same molecular cores as are our sample of Ae/Be
stars. We find an apparent correlation between cluster density and the mass of the
defining Ae/Be star. We then present evidence based on the observation of infrared
and spectroscopic circumstellar activity signatures usually indicative of stellar youth,
as well as on the actual location of the members of several of these groups in the HR
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diagram, that indeed the companions to young massive Ae/Be stars are also young
pre-main sequence stars, of lower mass. Given the significant amount of ambient
molecular material and the apparent youthfulness of the stellar populations, any
and all objects found near the cores are likely not to have wandered far from their
birthplaces. Thus, our survey enables us to carry out a complete census of stars
formed relatively contemporaneously with the high-mass "signpost."
Our particular goals then, are to determine 1) the initial stellar mass spectrum in
spatially and temporally coherent (^e., truly "initial") units which have given birth
to at least one high-mass star, as well as 2) the time sequence of star formation as
a function of stellar mass, that is, whether stars of all masses are formed simul-
taneously in a dense stellar environment, or whether high-mass stars might form
significantly before or after the initiation of low-mass star-formation. With these
goals, we explore techniques for investigating the distributions of stellar masses and
stellar ages in young groups, as well as the observational and theoretical limits of
these techniques.
Finally, in our discussion we address the issue of differences in local stellar
environment between star-forming regions producing high-mass stars and those
producing only low-mass stars. We pursue the hypothesis that if the Ae/Be stars
studied herein are representative of a stellar evolutionary phase through which all
young high-mass stars pass, and if their association with dense aggregates of stars is
typical, then these young stellar systems may provide important clues to the physical
processes associated with forming high-mass stars. We therefore urge the theoretical
consideration of star formation in dense groups 1000 stars pC^) as an expansion
to the developing theory of protostellar collapse for individual high-mass stars.
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Chapter i
Introduction and Outline
1.1 Techniques for and Goals of Studying Young Stellar Populations
The young stellar populations in extended star-forming complexes have been
studied for decades through optical photometry and spectroscopy. Most notable
amongst early work is the classic series of papers by Walker in the 1950's and
1960's on the color-magnitude diagrams of extremely young, complex star forming
regions (M8, M16, IC 5146, NGC 2264, and the Orion Nebula). These initial
studies, and others like them, were carried out using blue-sensitive photographic
plates (B,V photometry and blue spectra). The prevalent method of analysis was
to obtain spectra for a few of the brightest stars, then determine a mean value for
the interstellar extinction to the cluster and apply this value to all stars in the
survey. More recently, optical investigations of star-forming regions have relied
upon longer wavelength CCD observations (R,I photometry and red spectra) in
order both to minimize the effects of sometimes significant extinction and to probe
to redder, lower-mass stars. With these larger spectroscopic surveys, estimates of
the reddening towards individual stars are possible. Analyses based solely on
infrared data (J,II,K photometry and H- or K-band spectra) are also underway,
and will enable the most complete stellar census surveys possible in regions of high
molecular obscuration.
While specific photometric and spectroscopic techniques have varied from
study to study, the basic goal of all of these investigations has been the same: to
determine 1) the ages and masses of individual stars, and 2) the age spreads and
2mass spectra of composite clusters. With age and mass information we can
examine issues related to star formation histories, that is, the sequence of star
formation with mass or with position in a cluster. In particular, for all star
formation sites, we would like to be able to relate the bulk properties of the output
stellar products to the initial conditions in the clouds from which the stars formed.
We are still a long way from reaching this goal of course, but are making progress
by refining the level of the questions we are asking.
1.2 Re-Casting the Problem of "Initial" Mass Functions
As stellar populations studies in star-forming regions have progressed (as
described above) towards longer wavelengths with time, the spatial scales over
which deep unbiased imaging surveys are being carried out, have become smaller.
This trend is motivated, in part, by a redefinition of our ability to address issues
such as the initial mass function. Historically, photometric - plus - spectroscopic
investigations of mass functions (or, more typically, luminosity functions) in
star-forming regions have been carried out in populous OB associations, such as
those mentioned above, comprised of stars which appear to have formed over
millions of years and over tens of parsecs. From these investigations we have
learned, at least at the high-mass {M ^ 10 M©) end, that mass spectra do appear
to be universal, following a single power-law slope to within the errors (see
references and discussion in Sec. 3.3 of Massey, etal. 1995). However, in the cases
of associations, the derived mass spectra necessarily represent averages in both
time and space, which encompass all star-forming "events" having occurred over
the age and extent of the clusters.
In order to investigate truly initial mass functions, we must narrow the
considered ranges in time and space. One possibility would be to examine stellar
masses in large complexes over short temporal scales (< 1 Myr), for example by
3isolating stars along isochrones in an HR diagram. Another possibility would be to
examine stellar masses in large complexes on small spatial scales (< 1 pc), for
example by isolating stars in spatial sub-groups. Advocates of so-called universal
mass functions would have us believe that, no matter how the cluster parameters
of time and space are divided, a standard mass spectrum should always be
recovered. We wish to test this hypothesis.
It is of course impossible in a real stellar association to parse the problem as
cleanly as we have outlined above, since we can not reconstruct the spatial and
temporal sequence of star formation, and thereby "resolve-out" the space- and
time- integrations which are implicit when the association as it appears to us
today is considered as a whole. Thus, in examinations of large cluster complexes,
we are unable to determine whether, indeed, all star-forming subunits do produce
identical mass spectra at all times, or whether particular epochs or regions favor
the production of high- or low- mass stars. To rigorously investigate the validity of
universal mass functions, we must study the mass spectra produced by individual
star formation '^events. " This requires investigation of stellar populations which
are both coeval and spatially coherent, and thus moving away from studies of large
optically revealed complexes and towards analyses of the young stellar products
formed within smaller, isolated molecular cores ^.
Probing the stellar populations which may be embedded in cores of significant
molecular column density requires infrared technology. Deep infrared imaging
surveys over the past several years have revealed that many isolated molecular
cloud cores are 1) forming stars which are not yet optically visible and 2) forming
not just single stars, but aggregates and small clusters of stars (c/. Lada,
A "core" is canonically defined as a ~ 10 M0, ~ 0.2 pc, ~ 10^ cm~^ molecular enhancement
expected to collapse under self-gravity and produce a single star (Benson k Myers 1989, Myers,
Linke, &; Benson 1983).
4etal. 1991). These young clusters, together with the remnant molecular material,
are likely to be still bound systems. They thus appear to be pristine groups, in the
sense that no stars are likely to have escaped from the core/cluster system, and so
the local stellar populations "seen" today represent the total output by the cores
to the current epoch. If we can accurately determine the masses and ages of
individual stars located in these types of isolated aggregates, we can then address
the questions of interest on the spectrum of initial stellar masses and the time
sequencing of star formation among stars of different mass.
1.3 Sample Selection for this Investigation
Having justified our interest in stellar populations found in isolated molecular
cores (as opposed to characteristically older, larger complexes), we now make one
further refinement to our questions regarding the initial mass function.
Investigations of isolated star-formation sites which have already produced
high-mass stars are uniquely advantageous for probing the universaHty of initial
mass spectra, as it is in these types of regions that we are most likely to uncover
deviations from standard mass functions, if such deviations exist. By this we mean
that given samples of stars with large enough dynamic ranges in stellar mass, it is
easier to test whether one or a few high-mass stars are accompanied by their
expected complement of low-mass stars, than it is to test whether a group of
predominantly low-mass stars is replete with an only rarely expected high-mass
star.
^
In this thesis we report the results of a detailed study of stellar populations in
isolated, core-sized regions containing young [t ^ I Myr), intermediate /
high-mass (M ^ 3 M©) stars. Our survey sample is drawn from the set of
However, given a rich enough sample of clusters, we do recognize that the latter technique would
be the more statistically robust approach.
5pre-main sequence Herbig Ae/Be stars. This selection is motivated by our interest
in capturing recently born stellar populations associated with the youngest, most
massive stars. Because they are optically revealed stars, we have enough
information available to us about individual Ae/Be stars (see general description
of the population in Appendix A) so that we know their masses to reasonable
accuracy, about 10% in most cases. Their ages, although anecdotally extremely
young, are uncertain at the Myr level or by more than 100%. We will now discuss
the accuracy of, in turn, Ae/Be masses and ages.
To determine stellar masses for this study, we use an unpublished analysis
(Ghandour, Hillenbrand, k Strom 1995) of classification - resolution blue Ae/Be
spectra. As described in Appendix A, spectral types are translated into effective
temperatures while Balmer wing depths are translated into surface gravities. Stars
can then be placed onto a theoretical grid of surface gravity as a function of
effective temperature in the HR diagram. The resulting luminosity value provides
us with a radius, from R - ^L/iiraT^jj, and finally, the mass is computed from
g = GMj R^. For stars without measured surface gravities, the masses are derived
from the main sequence mass-luminosity relationship (which is adequate given the
proximity of most Ae/Be stars to the main sequence) applied to luminosities
calculated from reddening-corrected V-magnitudes. Comparison of the masses
derived from surface gravities with those derived from a mass-luminosity
relationship, in cases where both are available, shows good agreement in most
cases.
To estimate stellar ages we can not rely upon HR diagram analysis, as we have
done to estimate stellar masses, since there is considerable uncertainty in the
theoretical isochrones near the zero-age main sequence for high-mass stars. There
are two reasons for this. First, the "zero-point" of pre-main sequence evolution is
not well-established for high-mass stars, for reasons having to do with our
6currently poor understanding of the physics of the initial accretion episode (see
discussion in Chapter 8). Second, the rapidity of pre-main sequence evolution for
high-mass stars (less than 1 Myr for stars more massive than 5 M®) means that
small uncertainties in theoretical evolutionary timescales translate into large
differences in predicted locations in the log (L./L®) - log T^^j plane. In addition,
for these same reasons, observational errors in locating stars in the HR diagram
imply extremely large uncertainties in stellar ages - even if the theory is assumed
to be entirely correct. Thus, as we can not accurately or reliably age date
high-mass pre-main sequence stars, we must rely upon circumstantial evidence of
stellar youth. The general youthfulness of the Ae/Be population is supported by
their surroundings (association with molecular clouds; illumination of reflection
nebulosities), stellar parameters (photometrically determined locations in the
pre-main sequence domain of the HR diagram; low surface gravities; presence of
Li I A6707 in a few cases significant continuum flux excesses (diagnosed via
infrared, submillimeter, and millimeter measurements), and activity (strong
variable permitted and forbidden emission lines; rapid photometric and in some
cases polarimetric variability; centimeter continuum emission; molecular outflows).
To ensure the youth of our sample, we have selected from among the several
tens of candidate Ae/Be stars (c/. the compilation by The, de Winter, & Perez,
1994), a set which exhibit near infrared spectral energy distributions consistent
with those expected from stars surrounded by remant protostellar disk / envelope
structures. We justify this restriction as follows. Large-scale unbiased imaging
The presence of Li I
,
a line usually thought of as an accurate chronometer for young low-mass
stars but as quickly destroyed in higher-mass stars, interestingly occurs in at least two Ae/Be stars
which are known to have nearby low-mass companions (HK Ori and V380 Ori - see Appendix
B); this might indicate spectroscopic confusion as a simple explanation for the presence of Li 1 .
Alternatively, the presence of Li I might indicate some of the purported Ae/Be stars in fact to be
low-mass stars undergoing phases of rapid accretion and masquerading in luminosity as higher-mass
stars.
7surveys of young (0.1 < r/Myr < 3) star-forming complexes with significant
high-mass stellar populations, regions in which many analogs of Ae/Be stars might
be expected, have surprisingly revealed only a small number of Ae/Be candidates
(see preliminary results in Hillenbrand etal.
,
1993b and a completed study of
NGC 6611 in Hillenbrand etal.
,
1993a). This conclusion is based upon searches
for objects showing infrared photometric properties similar to Ae/Be stars,
namely, the existence of circumstellar excess emission in the
[J - H) - [H - K) color-color diagram. If observation of a near-infrared excess
can indeed be used reliably to indicate the presence of a remnant disk/envelope
associated with the star formation process, that the fraction of such objects is low
in extremely young high-mass star-forming complexes, implies that the typical disk
/ envelope lifetimes for massive stars must be short {<, 1 Myr). Thus, although
direct confirmation from HR diagrams of the suspected short duration of the
Ae/Be phase is difficult, under the assumption that high-mass star / disk /
envelope structures do not survive for very long, we assert the following:
identifying a rare sample of massive stars with disk / envelope signatures ensures
us that they are among the youngest stars in their mass range.
In Table 1.1 we present spectral classifications, extinction values, photometric
data, stellar parameters (masses, radii, luminosities, and surface gravities),
coordinates, and distances for all star / disk / envelope (Group I and Group II)
systems accessible from the northern hemisphere in the study of Hillenbrand
etal. (1992). It is from this initial list that we draw our sample for investigation of
stellar populations associated with cores identified by the presence of an Ae/Be
star.
Stars listed in Table 1.1 include those found in giant molecular clouds as parts
of extended star-forming complexes containing tens to hundreds of high-mass stars,
as well as those found in smaller molecular clouds and cloud cores containing just
8
9one or a few high-mass stars. We target for our study those young massive Ae/Be
stars which are found in isolated cores, which we define to mean not associated
with any large complex of star formation, such as Orion or NGC 2264. Finally,
we prioritize the surviving sample by mass. In reality we have obtained some form
of imaging data (optical or infrared or both) for most of the stars in Table 1.1, but
will include the entire set only when we discuss the effects of nearby companions
on the Ae/Be spectral energy distributions (Appendix B). Otherwise, our
"sample" is strictly comprised of 17 intermediate / high-mass (M > 3 M©) Ae/Be
stars which are presumably young (r < 1 Myr) and apparently isolated on the sky.
These stars are denoted explicitly in Table 2.1 in the following Chapter, and in
Table 5.1 in which we present our summary of the local clustering properties.
1.4 Procedures and Aims
With assumed ages of only a few hundred thousand years, our sample of
Ae/Be stars is likely to be comprised of objects found within a few tenths of a
parsec of their birthplaces. According to radial velocity studies comparing
photospheric with cloud LSR velocities (Finkenzeller & Jankovics, 1983), and
conclusions reached from the two-dimensional molecular gas distributions (see
below and Loren, 1975), the Ae/Be stars do appear to be still associated with the
molecular material from which they formed. Multiwavelength survey techniques,
as described below, therefore enable us to do two things. First, we can isolate and
then quantify the environmental conditions at or near the time and place of
"birth" of these high-mass stars. Second, we can carry out a complete census of
the objects formed relatively contemporaneously with young high-mass stars. As
long as the timescale for star formation is shorter than the dynamical cluster
dispersal time and/or the gas removal time, any accompanying young stars are
10
likely to be physically associated with the cloud core, the other members of the
aggregate, and the Ae/Be star.
Our plan, therefore, was to conduct a deep optical and infrared imaging survey
to the same physical completeness level in stellar mass, age, and extinction for
each Ae/Be site. However, because of unavoidable variety in source distance,
image quality, and instrumental sensitivity, the data we obtained permitted a
survey which was uniformly complete between different Ae/Be regions only over a
fixed linear size scale, which we established from examination of our infrared
images. With these imaging observations alone, we could: 1) assess the degree to
which Ae/Be stars are found amidst local condensations of lower mass stars; 2)
compute statistics regarding the number and number density of companion stars;
3) estimate the fraction of accompanying stars surrounded by circumstellar
material; and 4) roughly gauge the mass and age composition of the stellar
population based on color-magnitude diagrams.
Regions with significant numbers of optically visible companions were then
targeted for spectroscopic follow-up. With spectra and photometry we could
construct HR diagrams of the stellar populations, from which the relative masses
and ages of individual stars could be more accurately determined. Thus, we could
answer questions on: 1) the spread in age of stars found within the same cluster or
association as a high mass pre-main sequence star; 2) the formation time of the
central high-mass star relative to the formation times of the accompanying lower
mass stars; 3) the range in mass of stars found within the same cluster or
association as a high mass pre-main sequence star; 4) details of the stellar mass
spectrum, including whether differences exist between the coherent initial mass
spectra found in extremely young, isolated regions and the "universal" mass
functions inferred a) in slightly older and larger high-mass clusters, b) in regions of
primarily low-mass star formation, or c) in the well-mixed field.
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Finally, a molecular survey of the regions containing Ae/Be stars was carried
out as a complement to our imaging work. By observing both low- and
high-density molecular gas, we could: 1) ascertain the morphology and physical
structure of the cloud cores; 2) construct visual extinction maps based on derived
gas opacities; 3) calculate the sizes and masses of remnant ambient molecular
material; and 4) identify candidate molecular outflow sources. We acknowledge
that one risk of attempting to trace the gas properties in cores which have already
produced stars, of course, is that the star formation process itself may have altered
the initial core properties; we find evidence of this in a few cases. In most cases,
however, the detection of molecular gas implies not only that the stars found near
the cores are extremely young, but also that star formation may be ongoing
1.5 Outline of Presentation
This ideal plan of obtaining uniformly complete molecular, photometric, and
spectroscopic data on all priority regions (those containing the youngest, most
massive, most isolated Herbig Ae/Be stars ) was of course mediated due to
observational constraints. Thus the approach we take in presenting each type of
data set, is to describe our survey technique and our analysis, and to summarize
(using examples) the global properties of the Ae/Be star-forming sites. There are
three regions (BD +40° 4124, Lk Ha 215, and NGC 7129) for which we in fact
have obtained fully sampled molecular, photometric, and spectroscopic data sets,
and can rigorously address the questions outlined above. Although we do not base
our analysis solely on these three regions, or explicitly carry each of them though
every step of the presentation, we do feature them throughout.
We begin with a presentation of our molecular dataset (Chapter 2) followed by
description of our optical and infrared imaging programs (Chapter 3) and our
ongoing spectroscopic program (Chapter 4). From the large-field molecular and
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optical surveys we can characterize the general attributes of the isolated clouds
within which massive Ae/Be stars are forming. Focussing on the infrared survey,
in Chapter 5 we define an appropriate size scale over which to characterize the
clustering properties of the companions found in physical association with Ae/Be
stars, and investigate the distribution of stellar surface densities with Ae/Be mass.
We then turn towards deciphering the nature of the members of these newly
discovered aggregates, and present evidence in Chapters 6, 7, and 8 that these
stars are also young pre-main sequence stars, of lower mass. With this evidence, in
Chapter 9 we explore techniques for investigating the distribution of stellar masses
and ages in our sample of small, partially embedded stellar aggregrates, as well as
the limits of these techniques. In Chapter 10 we discuss the potential role of local
environment (molecular and stellar clustering) in the star formation process. A
summary of our presentation and conclusions can be found in Chapter 11.
There are three Appendicies to this work. They contain information on the
general properites of the Herbig Ae/Be population, the sample of young high-mass
stars upon which this study is based (Appendix A); nearby companions uncovered
in our imaging survey, which are projected close enough to the Ae/Be stars
possibly to influence their near-infrared spectral energy distributions
(Appendix B); and a description of the unpublished data set on the Trapezium
region used in Chapter 8 in discussing pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks
(Appendix C).
Chapter 2
The Molecular Survey
Previous molecular investigations of Ae/Be stars (Loren 1975; Canto,
et al. 1984; Levreault 1988) were directed towards establishing the association of
molecular gas with the young stars and searching for evidence of molecular
outflows. The conclusions of these studies were that small (0.5-2 pc), sometimes
multiply peaked CO clouds are seen towards all Ae and Be stars associated with
nebulosity, although in many cases the peaks are offset from the stars. Gas
morphology and kinematics arguments, namely that the velocity dispersions are
highest at the positions of the central stars and decrease dramatically at positions
away from these peaks, were used to suggest that the molecular emission is indeed
physically associated with the young high mass stars. Loren (1975) even argued
that the observed velocity widths as a function of radial distance from the star
implied actual cloud collapse in several cases, although simple turbulence was
sufficient in most cases.
Our molecular survey provides data of higher spatial resolution by 50-350%
(depending on the region) compared to those mentioned above, and was designed
as a first order "snapshot" exploration of the basic cloud core properties in isolated
regions forming Ae/Be stars. In all cases our molecular maps cover a region much
larger than the anticipated size of the local star-forming site. We use ^^CO to
determine the extent and structure of the optically thick molecular gas, to derive
characteristic core temperatures, and to identify outflow sources. We use ^^CO in
combination with ^^CO, relying upon simple LTE analysis, to determine the gas
column density as a function of position, and to derive gas masses. In anticipation
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that in some cases ''CO might be optically thick we also obtained C^^O in order
to trace optically thin gas; this line is certain not to be optically thick under the
typical conditions expected for clouds in which star formation is already taking
place. From observations of CS we trace the structure of the dense gas.
2.1 Observations and Data Reduction
Molecular data in the '^CO (J=l-0), ^^CO (J=l-0), C^^O (J=l-0), and CS
(J=2-l) transitions were obtained by LAH with the Five College Radio Astronomy
Observatory 14m telescope and QUARRY receiver array in 1993 April and in 1993
September. The spectrometer consists of two 32-channel filter banks which provide
data simultaneously at 1.6 and 6.4 km s~^ resolution (assuming 2.5 channels per
resolution element). The telescope half-power beam width is 45 arcsec at 2.6 mm
and the main beam efficiency is 0.54 when the source fills the beam (the situation
we have assumed in our observations of cores containing Ae/Be stars). The array
is capable of mapping a 4.2 arcmin x 5.0 arcmin area in two pointings with
positional uncertainties in the absolute pointing of about 5-7 arcsec rms. Our
observations were single-beam spaced (every 50 arcsec) in CO while in CS they
were half-beam spaced, and the total areal coverage is 8.4 x 10.1 arcmin in ^^CO
,
i^CO
,
and CS, and 4.2 x 5.0 arcmin in C^^O .
Absolute position-switching was used, with the telescope alternating between
the on-source position and a nearby off-source positon established during the
observations to be free of CO. Except at C^^O where the references were not
shared, at each position typically two on-source measurements of 10 seconds
integration were made for every one off-source measurement of 20 seconds
integration. Total on-source integration times per pixel were 40 (^^CO ), 150
(^^CO ), 50 (CS) , and 300 (C^^O ) seconds. The data were corrected for the
off-line reference level by subtracting a linear baseline constructed from the
average flux over the M,, intervals representing line-free regions of the spectrum.
2.2 Analysis
We summarize in Table 2.1 the results on CO and CS characteristics in the
vicinity of the young, massive, isolated Ae/Be stars in our sample. This list is
ordered by decreasing Ae/Be mass, and constitutes the complete set of stars on
which we base our study. We do not possess molecular data ourselves for 3 of the
regions in this Table (RR Tau, Lk Ha 218, and Lk Ha 233), but do report
information from the literature where it is available. The CO line structure and
two-dimensional morphology is qualitatively described. Linewidths and antenna
temperatures are also given. We begin our discussion by describing the molecular
gas distributions as traced via column density, then estimate cloud core masses
and radii, and finally, briefly mention the kinematic information that exists in our
data (although we do not rigorously investigate kinematic issues).
2.2.1 Core Morphology from Column Density and Dense Gas Maps
From our FCRAO observations we confirm the general morphological
statements made previously in the literature, namely, that the cloud cores
associated with Ae/Be stars are typically small in extent and that the stars
themselves are not necessarily located at the molecular peaks. However, we now
wish to clarify these impressions by projecting molecular column density and
optical maps upon one another.
In order to compute the line-of-sight opacity through the cloud, we have
performed a simple LTE analysis following Dickman (1978) with the standard
assumptions that ^^CO is optically thick while ^"^CO is optically thin. These
assumptions seem reasonable given 1) the ratio of ^^CO to ^^CO antenna
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temperatures which, in all cases, is less than the optically thin abundance ratio of
50-60 (Langer & Penzias 1990); 2) the ratio of '^CO to C^^O antenna
temperatures which, in all cases where both are available, is greater than the
terrestrial abundance ratio of 5.5 (although this assertion seems to apply only for
extinction values Ay < 10 - 20 according to Bachiller & Cernicharo, 1986); 3) the
accuracy to which the ^^CO and C^^O contours trace one another; 4) the
computed LTE values of tC^CO )< 0.5. We take the relationship between core
extinction and hydrogen column density to be Ay = N{H2) / 1 x 10^^ where
N(i/2) = N(^3C0 )/2 X 10"^. Beam-averaged molecular extinction values at the
positions of the stars are reported in Table 2.1. These numbers range from 2-50
mag and are uncertain at the 20-50% level.
We show the column density maps in Figure 2.1 superposed on I-band CCD
images (described in Chaper 3) for 12 of the 14 Ae/Be regions for which we have
molecular data. Contours begin at Ay =5 mag and increase in 5 mag intervals.
We do not show the remaining 2 regions (Lk Ha 208 and VV Ser). In the case of
Lk Ha 208, the column density map consists of a single 5 mag contour running
north-south through the position of the star. In the case of VV Ser, the ^^CO and
^^CO temperatures are comparable and the line profiles flat-topped; thus, we do
not trust the column density information derived from LTE analysis. As can be
seen from Figure 2.1 (see Table 1.1 for the translation from arcmin to pc for each
region), the peak core extinction is typically not coincident with the Ae/Be star,
but is offset from it by several tenths of a pc. We conclude that the Ae/Be stars
are located near the edges of the small clouds with which they are associated and,
in many cases, in the midst of steep column density gradients. Within our sample,
only HD259431 is found near the actual peak of the molecular emission.
To generalize, instead of spherically symmetric molecular cores centered at the
positions of the stars, the local low-density gas distributions often have
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Figure 2.1. Molecular column density maps for 12 Ae/Be regions. These images are
8.4 X 10.1 arcmin in size, and consist of contoured extinction maps based on data
obtamed with the QUARRY array receiver at the Five College Radio Astronomy
Observatory superposed on I-band CCD images obtained with the T2KA CCD
and 0.9m telescope at the Kitt Peak National Observatory. See Table 1.1 for the
translation from arcmin to pc for each region. Of our full sample of 17 Ae/Be regions,
we have molecular data for 14; of these 14 we show only 12 in this Figure (see text)!
The maps are organized in order of decreasing Ae/Be mass (from top to bottom
and left to right). Individual maps are centered on the Ae/Be stars themselves with
contours beginning at Ay = 5 mag and increasing in 5 mag intervals in every case.
Molecular extinction values at the positions of the stars range from 2-50 mag (see
Table 2.1). We note that in most cases the molecular gas distributions are neither
spherically symmetric nor centrally peaked on the Ae/Be stars.
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morphologies which appear cometary, asymmetrically compressed, or otherwise
disturbed. The implication is that the clouds are not undergoing quiescent collapse
and/or fragmentation, but have been disrupted in some manner. We speculate on
two possible scenarios. Either:
• The clouds have been subject to external dynamical processes which have
altered the protostellar cores. In the radiative-driven implosion picture of star
formation (Bertoldi etal. 1993, Elmegreen 1992), compression of a molecular
cloud clump by ionizing radiation or an external shock can aid in, or even
induce, the formation of massive stars.
or
• The stars themselves have created the observed column density gradients by
dissociating significant amounts of molecular material via heating of
circumstellar dust and subsequently gas (via gas-grain collisions). Early OB
stars in molecular cores will create hydrogen photodissociation regions several
tenths of a pc to several pc in size (Roger k Dewdney 1992), dependent upon
the ambient cloud density. Thus, in most cases we can consider our extinction
maps as lower limits only. We note that there is some evidence for the
infusion of energy into the clouds by the stars, based on the observation of
collimated jets (Corcoran etal. 1994, Ray, etal. 1990, and Poetzel etal. 1992
for Lk Ha 198, Lk Ha 234, and MWC 1080 respectively) and molecular
outflows (see below and Levreault 1988) in several cases.
We would like to explore further this speculation that the Ae/Be stars are
located near the edges of their parent cores. We have already noted that in two
dimensions, projected on the sky, the stars do not define the geometrical centers of
the clouds. As for the third dimension, we can use obscuration as a surrogate
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spatial measure if the core is non-clumpy and if photodissociation is unimportant.
Following Loren (1975), we plot in Figure 2.2 the line-of-sight extinction towards
the Ae/Be star (computed from optical spectroscopic and photometric information,
as given in Table 1.1) corrected by the canonical interstellar extinction between the
sun and the molecular cloud (0.9 mag/kpc), against the extinction computed from
the beam-averaged molecular column density, as given in Table 2.1. Interpreted
literally, this diagram implies that the Ae/Be stars are typically seen through less
than 50% of the total molecular column density. Combined with the evidence from
our extinction maps that the stars are near the edges of the clouds, that the stars
also appear to be near the fronts of the clouds, strengthens our suggestion above
that there may be some dynamical interaction occuring either before or after the
star formation process, between the stars and their environments.
What about dense gas? In cases where measurements were made of CS, we
have indicated its presence or absence in Table 2.1. The results on the CS core
morphologies are qualitatively the same as those derived from our CO data. There
is a definite absence of dense gas at the positions of Ae/Be stars; instead,
high-density ridges or globules are typically found to be offset by more than 0.1 pc
from the massive stars. These results are not dissimilar to those found by Myers
etal. (1987) and Benson k Myers (1989) in a survey of NH3 cores associated with
high-mass stars.
2.2.2 Cloud Size and Mass Estimates
In this section we use our column density maps to obtain estimates for the
macroscopic parameters of the cloud cores associated with Ae/Be stars.
The cloud sizes reported in Table 2.1 were derived by estimating, where
possible, the radially averaged full-width - half-max values of the peaks in the
column density maps. These numbers are highly uncertain due both to ambiguity
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STELLAR VS. BEAM-AVERAGED MOLECULAR EXTINCTION
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Figure 2.2. Local interstellar / circumstellar extinction towards Ae/Be stars versus
beam-averaged molecular extinction. Local extinction is computed by subtracting
the canonical interstellar extinction between the sun and the molecular cloud (0.9
mag/kpc) from the stellar extinction determined from optical spectroscopic and
photometric information. Molecular extinction is computed from the LTE analysis.
If extinction can be used as a surrogate for depth or distance, we typically find the
Ae/Be stars to be located on the near sides of the clouds.
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in the definition of a cloud "core" and to the non-symmetric gas morphologies. We
intend them only as approximate guides to the physical extent of these spatially
isolated star-forming sites. For the Ae/Be cores in our sample, the range in cloud
radii is from about 0.1-0.8 pc, consistent with or slightly larger than the canonical
definition of a cloud core.
The cloud masses reported in Table 2.1 were estimated using
M/Mq = MhIMq + Mne/M© = 1.36 M^/M®
where
MhIMq = 2{mHlMQ){NHjcm-''){Alcm').
Nh, and A are summed from our column density maps over all pixels in which
emission is detected. For the Ae/Be cores in our sample, the range in cloud masses
is from about 150 - 2000 M©, consistent with what is found (c/. by Loren, 1978)
in other cores producing intermediate-mass stars, e. g. the R CrA cloud (650 M©)
or the p Oph cloud (1800 M©). We caution, however, that the peculiar cloud
morphologies could affect our ability to accurately determine gas masses.
2.2.3 Gas Kinematics from CO Line Profiles
In this section we briefly discuss the velocity information available from our
molecular data cubes, although we do not undertake a rigorous analysis of the
kinematic properties of the Ae/Be clouds. We employ both position-velocity maps
and by-eye examination of the line profiles. As a general statement, the velocity
structure of the Ae/Be clouds is as rich in complexity as is the two-dimensional
morphological structure. A summary of our findings for individual sources on
^^CO line widths and line structure can be found in Table 2.1.
Evidence for outflows (bi-polar or uni-polar high-velocity CO wings) is seen in
the cases of BD+46 3471, HD 250550 (weak), Lk Ha 198, Lk Ha 215 (weak),
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LKHa 234, MWC 137 (weak), and MWC 1080. Of these, Lk Ha 215 and
MWC 137 appear to be new detections based on their absence from the lists of
Fukui (1991 or 1989). Inspection of C0(2-l) data, a better outflow indicator than
the optically thick CO(l-O) transition used here, for these regions would be prudent
in order to confirm our claims. We find the apparent outflow detection rate (7 of
our 14 sources) remarkable given the optically visible nature of these sources.
However, we note that our data have not proven the outflows to be associated with
the Ae/Be stars themselves, only that they are located within approximately 30
arcsec of the Ae/Be stars. We will present evidence in the form of infrared imaging
in Chapter 5 showing, in fact, that there are many potential candidate outflow
sources among the significant embedded populations found over this size scale.
Other interesting velocity structures are also clearly seen in our data, including
uniform velocity gradients, and arcs and "holes" in position-velocity space. We
encourage the undertaking of higher-spectral resolution observations in order to
properly probe the dynamics of the Ae/Be cores, and conclude only that simplistic
pictures involving spherical clouds collapsing in isolation to produce massive stars,
do not seem to justified from our data.
2.3 Conclusions from the Molecular Survey
Our FCRAO survey has provided us with a crude picture of the distribution
and kinematics of molecular gas in isolated cores containing young, high-mass
Ae/Be stars. From our column density maps we have determined characteristic
cloud sizes (0.1-0.8 pc) and masses (150 — 2000 M©), and find that they are
generally consistent with those typical of star forming cores in which high-mass
stars are being produced (c/. Myers etal. 1987). Also, we have identified two new
candidate outflow sources and two candidate photodissociation regions; these are
indicated in Table 2.1. We note in passing that there are no relationships between
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the mass of the Ae/Be star and the mass of the cloud, the Hne-of-sight column
density, or the core morphology [n.b. Table 2.1 is presented in order of decreasing
Ae/Be mass).
We originally intended to use this data to compare the opacity of the clouds
with the derived extinction values towards individual young stars projected onto
the clouds (see Chapter 5). Our goal was to estimate which stars in the local
groups surrounding the Ae/Be stars might not be physically associated with the
central massive star, but instead could be background stars seen through the less
opaque outer portions of the cloud. We have learned instead, however, that the
molecular cores containing Ae/Be stars are typically asymmetric structures with
large column density gradients (several tens of magnitudes in some cases) near the
positions of the central massive stars. We have suggested this as evidence for
interaction between the stars and the cores - with the ambient clouds being
disrupted due either to external dynamical processes or to internal (from stellar
photons) molecular dissociation. We offer the caveat, however, that higher-spatial
and higher-spectral observations are required in order to probe morphological and
dynamical issues with any further accuracy.
Chapter 3
The Imaging Survey
The main conclusions of this work are derived from an optical (0.5-1 ^m) and
near-infrared (1-2 ^m) imaging survey of fields centered on the sample of young,
massive, isolated Ae/Be stars given in Table 2.1. Our program was designed to
enable analysis both of the large-scale star-forming environments (through
wide-field optical imaging), and of the stellar populations which are partially - to -
completely embedded within the molecular cores (through deep infrared imaging).
In this Chapter we describe the data acquisition and processing, the photometric
reduction, the survey sensitivity, and the basic image morphologies. In the
following Chapter we discuss our optical classification - resolution spectroscopic
survey, which is based on the results of the imaging survey. In subsequent
Chapters we present the evidence for clusters of young stars associated with Ae/Be
stars, analyze the nature of these newly discovered sources.
3.1 Data Acquisition, Processing, and Reduction
3.1.1 Optical Imaging and Photometry
VRcIc CCD images were obtained by LAH and S. Strom with the T2KA CCD
at the Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) 0.9m telescope in 1993 January
under photometric sky conditions. Additional data with the same instrument and
telescope were obtained in 1993 August during the trial period of KPNO-staffed
"queue" data acquisition. The platescale of these images is 0.69 arcsec pixel"^ and
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the angular coverage is approximately 23 x 23 arcmin. At VRcIc, the "long"
exposures were 500 seconds and the "short" exposures were 5 seconds.
The data were processed by subtracting the CCD bias level and dividing by
the normalized flat-field appropriate for each wavelength. Flat-field frames were
constructed from a median-filtered series of exposures of the "Lesser White Spot"
located inside the 0.9m dome.
Stellar sources were initially identified on the Ic frames using a lOa detection
threshold with the DAOFIND algorithm. Following the examination of individual
sources on the images, our initial source lists were modified slightly in some cases.
Photometry was extracted using the photometry packages in IRAF with a typical
aperture radii of 3.5-10 pixels (dependent on the stellar image FWHM) and
background values computed from the median number of counts over sky annuli of,
typically, 20 pixels. Corrections for the difference in source counts between the
smaller aperture used to measure the program stars (chosen to maximize
signal-to-noise) and the 15 arcsec aperture used to measure standard stars (chosen
to include the wings of the stellar intensity profile) were determined as averages
from isolated stars on the data frames themselves. In regions where source
crowding was thought to influence the photometry, local point-spread function
fitting was done. In general the final photometry was taken from the long
exposures, except in cases of source saturation in which the short exposures were
used. The data were calibrated on the Cousins photometric system using the
standard fields of Landolt (1992). The standards span the range of colors expected
to characterize our target objects {V - Rc) ~ {Rc - Ic) ^ 1-2; no color terms
were necessary in our transformation equations.
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3.1.2 Infrared Imaging and Photometry
Infrared images were acquired with two different cameras - the University of
Massachusetts NICMASS camera and the KPNO SQIID camera.
With a NICMOS-3 array mounted in the NICMASS camera (see Skrutskie
etal 1995 for a full description of the instrument), JHKs images were obtained by
LAH, M. Meyer, and P. Knezek in 1993 March, 1993 September, 1994 February,
and 1994 May at the Michigan-Dartmouth-MIT 2.4m and 1.3m telescopes. During
the first two of these runs the array was of engineering-grade array but was
upgraded to a science-grade array following the 1993 September run. The warm
optics configuation of the NICMASS dewar yields a platescale which varies from
run-to-run, between 0.43 and 0.50 arcsec pixel-^ on the 2.4m telescope and
between 0.81 and 0.82 arcsec pixel-^ on the 1.3m telescope at Ks for these
particular sets of observations. The field sizes also vary from run-to-run and are
dependent on our mapping technique; they range between regions from about 1 - 5
arcmin on a side. While the J,H filters in the NICMASS camera are typical, the
Ks filter is "special" in that with a bandpass of 2.02 - 2.32 //mit is narrower and
slightly bluer than the usual K filter. Colors quoted in the natural NICMASS
system match those in the standard CIT system at the 10% level in (J - H) and
at the 5% level m {H — K). The exposure times were dependent upon the
background level, which of course changed from night - to - night and from run -
to - run. Once set to the maxima possible K5, though, the total integration times
were scaled at H and J to go deeper in magnitude at shorter wavelengths, in an
attempt to obtain data which was "complete" to roughly the same visual
extinction at J, H, and Ks. In general we were successful with this approach and in
some cases even detect sources at J which we do not detect at K!
With a set of PtSi arrays mounted in the SQIID camera (see ElHs etal. 1992
for a full description of the instrument), JHK images were obtained with the
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KPNO 1.3m telescope in 1991 by K. Merrill and I. Gatley, in 1992 January by S.
Strom and K. Strom, and in 1992 December by LAH and S. Strom. The
combination of detector response as a function of wavelength and specially
designed filters, yields a photometric system for SQIID which is easily
transformable to the CIT system (Elias etal. 1982). For the set of data provided
by Merrill etal.
,
SQIID still contained engineering-grade arrays with some
cosmetic defects, which were most evident in the K channel; subsequent observing
runs made use of science-grade arrays. At JHK, the "long" exposures were 180
seconds and the "short" exposures were 5 seconds.
All of the infrared data were acquired using a gridding technique. For the
NICMASS observations, overlapping frames offset by 20-40 arcsec at each step,
were taken over 4-8 positions covering the central stellar group. This method
provides maximum sensitivity over approximately 90% of the field. For the SQIID
observations, dithered pairs of images offset from each other by 20 arsec in right
ascension, were taken on 50 arcsec grid centers, providing an overlap between
adjacent exposure pairs of approximately 20 percent of the size of the array. The
method of dithered pair observations allows for bad-pixel masking without any loss
of data, while sufficient grid overlap assures proper spatial registration and
background intensity matching among the individual images.
For both the NICMASS and the SQIID data, individual frames were processed
by first subtracting a median-filtered sky frame, constructed from "off-field"
exposures taken at each wavelength near-in-time to the source observations, and
then dividing by a flat-field frame, constructed by normalizing the median-filtered
sky exposures. Final composite images are constructed by performing 1) a linear
geometrical transformation based on the positional matching of single stars
appearing on multiple images, followed by 2) an intensity registration to correct
the indeterminate background level created during sky subtraction and flat
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fielding. For NICMASS, this is accomplished separately for each bandpass by
shifting the individual frames to a common grid position and scaling them by the
median value of all pixels in the overlap region between frames. The relative linear
geometric transformation (offset, rotation, and magnification) between wavelength
channels is determined using stars on the final mosaics themselves. For SQIID,
first an overlapping grid of single frames from one bandpass channel are registered
pairwise using stars within their common overiap region and then the second
element of each dithered pair is registered to its mate using stars common to both.
Since the images at all three wavelengths are taken simultaneously, spatial
registration at any one wavelength implicitly registers the others. The relative
linear geometric transformation (offset, rotation, and magnification) between
wavelength channels is determined from independent observations of globular
clusters and the JHK frames are geometrically transformed to lie atop one another
before combining. During final image combination, each frame is masked for bad
pixels, shifted linearly in X and Y, and intensity offset by a constant calculated
according to the median value of all pixels in the overlap region between it and
each of its neighboring frames. Careful comparison of photometry performed on
individual and composite images reveals that neither the modest linear geometric
transformations nor the intensity offsetting have any significant effect on the
photometry.
Stellar sources were initially identified on the K frames using a 10a detection
threshold with the DAOFIND algorithm. Initial source lists were modified slightly
following the examination of individual sources on the images. Photometry at J,
H, and K was extracted using the APPHOT and DAOPHOT photometry
packages in IRAF. Aperture and sky radii were frame-dependent, but were
typically chosen to have between 3-7 pixels diameter apertures with the sky
contributions determined from the median values of pixels in radial annuli
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approximately 15 pixels in width. Aperture photometry was usually sufficient, but
in the cases of extreme crowding and/or highly variable nebular background, we
employed the method of constructing a point spread function from a set of
relatively isolated, intermediate brightness stars on each mosaiced image, and
fitting this point spread function to the sources. The data were calibrated on the
CIT photometric system using the standards of Casali (1992), which were first
transformed from the UKIRT system to the CIT system (NICMASS observations),
or Elias (1982) (SQIID observations).
3.1.3 Astrometry
Astrometry was derived in the astrometric system defining the Hubble Space
Telescope Guide Star Catalog (GSC) using the IRAF tasks TFINDER and
TASTROM. We first calibrated the large-field CCD frames to the GSC system and
then used the derived solutions to calibrate the smaller infrared frames. The
standard deviations per point for our astrometry are typically around 0.3 arcsec
rms, but can be slightly worse (up to 0.5 arcsec) in regions which sample the
intersection of multiple GSC plates.
3.2 Survey Sensitivity to Pre-Main Sequence Stellar Populations
The photometric results derived from our imaging data are presented as
needed in subsequent Chapters. Of general interest at the present time, however,
are the observational completeness limits and their translation into physical units
(stellar mass, age, and extinction). We assess these limits by transforming the
D'Antona k Mazitelli (1994) pre-main sequence tracks (computed with the
Alexander - CM opacity - convection prescription) into the various observational
planes. We discuss the optical and the infrared limits in succession.
For the optical frames, completeness limits were roughly determined (to an
accuracy of 0.2 mag) by constructing a histogram of the magnitudes derived for all
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sources detected over our entire 23 x 23 arcmin fields, at a level of 10a or above.
This method assumes that the fraction of the field over which there is significant
molecular core extinction is small, and thus that the source counts at the faint end
are dominated by stars randomly distributed in distance along a line - of - sight
though the Galaxy. This method is more direct, but perhaps less accurate, than
adding artificial stars of sequentially decreasing brightness to the frames and
attempting to recover them, as we will do for the infrared images. The sense of the
inaccuracy is that for the optical frames we could be underestimating our
completeness limits. We quote "completeness" as the magnitude at which the
shape of the source count distribution with magnitude begins to flatten,
V^Rc^ 18.75 mag and Ic « 18.25 mag typically, with the faintest detectable
sources about 2 magnitudes fainter. As the telescope, instrument, and integration
times for all of our CCD data are the same, the quoted completeness limits apply
equally to all regions in our sample, to within a few tenths of a magnitude.
For the infrared frames, completeness limits were derived empirically. We used
the ADDSTAR routine in IRAF to add test stars into the frames and then the
DAOFIND routine to determine what fraction of these artificial stars were
recoverable as a function of magnitude. The faintest detectable sources are
typically 2 mag fainter than the completeness limits. We estimate the lOa
completeness (recovery of 100% of the artificial sources using a lOcr threshold)
limits for our most sensitive frames, the 2.4m MDM/NICMASS observations, to be
K = 15.3 mag, H = 17.8 mag, J = 18.8 mag. To first order, these numbers can be
scaled by the relative integration times and telescope diameters, to obtain rough
completeness limits for slightly less sensitive data acquired with the same
instrument. We will return to the issue of relative completeness in Chapter 5 when
we investigate diff"erences in K-band sensitivity between our heterogeneous set of
images for different Ae/Be regions. For now, we note that as we intentionally
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acquired the NICMASS data by scaling relative JHK. integration times to be
more sensitive at shorter wavelengths (so as to be "complete" to the same
extinction limits); thus any source detected at K5 is also detected at H and J in
the range of colors expected to characterize our sources. For the less-sensitive 1.3m
KPNO/SQIID frames, our completeness is typically to K = 13.5 mag, H = 14.5
mag, J = 16.0 mag.
At this point we divide our discussion into two parts. First, we compute
monochromatic completeness limits at I^-band and K-band (the reddest
bandpasses of our optical and infrared surveys, respectively), which we use in
estimating our sensitivity to various populations from simple source counts at
these wavelengths. Second, we investigate completeness in color-magnitude
diagrams, which we use to deredden optical and infrared sources to determine
intrinsic stellar properties.
We report physical monochromatic completeness limits based on photometric
completeness levels of lc= 18.3 and K=15.3, in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 for distance
moduli corresponding to 500 and 1000 pc (our program sources are found over a
range of distances from 440-1300 pc). Although these limits do not strictly apply
to every region in our survey, we feel they are representative of our sensitivity
levels. As can be seen from a comparison of these two tables (for example by
tracing the location of a 0.1 M© star through the grid of stellar age and source
extinction), we are significantly more sensitive in the infrared to heavily extincted
low-mass stars than we are in even the deepest optical frames available to us. The
power of a deep infrared photometric survey will become even more clear in the
following discussion of completeness in color-magnitude diagrams.
Because we intend to use our photometric survey as the basis not only for
identifying sources physically associated with young Ae/Be stars, but also for
investigating the nature of these sources, we must discuss our survey sensitivity as
Table 3.1.
Mass Sensitivity Limits for
Completeness to Ic = 18.3 mag
d =^ 1000 PC
10' yr
10^ yr
3 X 10^ yr
10' yr
= 1 mag Ay := 2 mag Ay = 5
<0.08 M®
0.10 Mq
0.15 Mq
0.23 M©
0.11 M
0.12 M
0.20 M
0.30 M©
mag
0.18 M©
0.33 M©
0.60 M©
0.90 M©
d = 500 pc
10' yr
10^ yr
3 X 10^ yr
10' yr
Ay = I mag Ay = 2 mag Ay = 5 mag
< 0.08 M© < 0.08 M© < 0.08 M©
< 0.08 M© < 0.08 M© 0.10 M©
< 0.08 M© < 0.08 M© 0.14 M©
0.11 M© 0.13 M© 0.22 M©
Table 3.2.
Mass Sensitivity Limits for
Completeness to K = 15.3 mag
d ^ 1000 PC
Ay = 5 mas Ay = 10 mag Ay = 20 mag
10^ yr <0.08 M© 0.08 M® 0.15 M©
10^ yr 0.10 M© 0.12 M© 0.40 M©
X 10^ yr 0.25 M© 0.35 M© 0.75 M©
10^ yr 0.38 M© 0.50 M© 1.00 M©
d = 500 pc
Ay - 5 mag
10^ yr < 0.08 M©
10^ yr < 0.08 M©
3 X 10^ yr < 0.08 M©
10^ yr 0.12 M©
Ay = 10 mag Ay - 20 mag
< 0.08 M© < 0.08 M©
< 0.08 M© < 0.08 M©
< 0.08 M© 0.25 M©
0.20 M© 0.38 M«
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a function of color. Specifically, we generalize our discussion of completeness levels
for all regions, in the
-
(i?, _ the J - (J - H) color-magnitude
diagrams. We will use {Rc - /,) colors to compute reddenmg values and
magnitudes to compute luminosities, in constructing HR diagrams in Chapter 8.
Similarly, we will use the J - {J - H) plane ^ to deredden embedded stellar
sources in Chapter 7, and estimate their ages and masses.
In Figures 3.1 and 3.2 we translate the pre-main sequence evolutionary mass
tracks and age isochrones into these color-magnitude planes for distance moduli
corresponding to 500 and lOOOpc. For nearby regions, deep R-,I-band imaging can
detect unreddened young (r < 3 Myr) stars of all masses. Stars which are
reddened from their intrinsic locations with mass and age in this diagram,
however, move along the indicated reddening vector, and may fall below the
photometric completeness limits. Thus in the presence of any appreciable
extinction (as is implied towards the Ae/Be regions in this study from derived
molecular column densities), young sub-solar mass objects are missed and we must
go to the near-infrared in order to uncover these populations. In the infrared, our
J,H photometry extends faint enough to be sensitive to stars of all masses down to
the hydrogen burning limit (0.08 M©), for a given age and a given visual
extinction. As an example, for a source at 1000 pc observed with our longest
integration time with NICMASS on a 2.4m telescope {e.g. the BD +40° 4124
region), the depth to which we can probe a 10 Myr old stellar population
corresponds to Ay ^ 10 for 0.1 M® stars and Ay ^ 40 for 10 M© stars. Younger
stars are more luminous, and our completeness as a function of mass and Ay is
deeper than the numbers given above.
J
We employ the J -{J - H) diagram instead of the more traditional K -{H - K) diagram in our
infrared color-magnitude diagram analysis, in order to minimize the effects of circumstellar excess
flux, which is expected to be prevalent in young stellar objects and to be a greater influence at
longer infrared wavelengths.
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Figure 3.1. Representative (with source distance) completeness limits for the optical
survey. This figure shows the transformation of our photometric completeness hmits
into physical completeness limits with mass, age, and extinction for distances of
1 kpc(lower panel) and 0.5 kpc(top panel). As all of our optical data was taken
with the same telescope and instrumental setup, the image depth is the same for
every region. Although deep R-,I-band imaging can detect nearby young stars
of all masses, at large distances or in appreciable extinction, we must go to the
near-infrared in order to uncover and investigate young sub-solar mass objects.
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Figure 3.2. Representative (with source distance) completeness limits for the infrared
surveys. This figure shows the transformation of our photometric completeness
limits into physical completeness limits with mass, age, and extinction for distances
of 1 kpc(lower panel) and 0.5 kpc(top panel). Mass tracks are not shown explicitly,
although the evolution of 0.3 M© (filled triangles) and 1.0 M© (open triangles) stars
at 10^, 10^, and 10^ years is as shown. As all of our infrared data was not taken with
the same telescope / instrument combination, completeness varies between sources.
The upper limit is typical of our SQIID images, while our NICMASS images have a
range of completeness limits extending over the shaded region.
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In summary, while in the ideal case our optical and infrared surveys would have
been conducted for each Ae/Be site to the same Hmits in mass, age, and extinction
(as well as over the same physical area in pc^), there are mevitable differences in
sensitivity between the data sets. We have discused quantitative monochromatic
sensitivity limits (Tables 3.1 and 3.2) as well as quahtative color-magnitude
diagram limits for images we consider to be typical of those in our survey. We will
compute the relative sensitivity numbers for individual regions in Chapter 5, but
anticipate our results by stating that in most regions we are sensitive to stellar
populations with masses greater than 0.1 Mq as long as they are younger than
3 Myr of age and obscured by less than 10 mag of visual extinction.
3.3 General Morphology of the Ae/Be Star Formation Sites
We offer in this section a general description (based on our imaging work) of
the local stellar environments in isolated cloud cores containing young, massive
Ae/Be stars.
From our large-format optical frames we are able to discern cloud and cluster
morphological information. The molecular structures detected in our CO survey
(Chapter 2) are, on a qualitative level, clearly "seen" on our images as areas of
enhanced extinction in comparison to the Galactic background. On a qualitative
level, we can generalize the apparent radial distribution of stars with distance from
the Ae/Be stars. At large radii, source counts are dominated by Galactic
background / foreground stars. At smaller radii, the effects of cloud extinction can
be seen, as stellar surface densities decrease with decreasing radial distance. At
smaller radii still, source counts begin to increase with decreasing radial distance
due to the presence of small stellar clusters near the centers of the frames, i. e.
,
near the Ae/Be stars. Close examination of the data frames leads us to the result
that the Ae/Be stars are not forming in total isolation within their cloud cores. In
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all cases at least several faint companions, and in some cases small clusters of
sources, are also projected onto the molecular clouds. Many of these faint objects
have the appearance of so-called
"socket-stars."
The initial suspicion from our deep optical images of source clustering in the
immediate vicinity of Ae/Be stars is enhanced by examination of our infrared
images. These data frames (typically only 2-5 arcmin on a side) are smaller than
the optical data frames (23 arcmin on a side). Thus, while they do penetrate the
cloud cores to significantly greater depths (as discussed quantitatively above), the
infrared frames are insufficient in spatial coverage for probing the radial
distributions of source counts in a manner parallel to the manner in which we have
described the optical frames. In general, over the small field sizes covered by the
infrared frames, the number of companion stars is significantly higher than what
we can discern from the optical frames. These stars may represent either
physically associated core members which are more deeply embedded in the cloud
than the surface populations, or background stars (in some cases) which are seen
through low-extinction lines of sight.
The molecular data presented in Chapter 2 allowed us to confirm the
association of Ae/Be stars with molecular gas. However, we found the local cloud
environments typically to appear disturbed in some manner, although we cannot
say at the present time whether this is due to dynamical processes external to the
cloud or due to the interaction of the Ae/Be star itself with the cloud.
Interestingly it may in fact be the disruption of the parent molecular cloud by the
formation of a massive star which allows us to "see" any accompanying stellar
population, well before we might otherwise in star-forming environments
producing only less massive stars.
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3.4 Conclusions from the Imaging Survey
We have described the parameters of a deep optical and infrared imaging
survey over fields centered on young, massive, isolated Ae/Be stars. There is a
suggestion from these images of stellar clustering (diagnosed via radial source
count profiles on optical images and visual inspection of mfrared images) within
the boundaries of the dark insterstellar clouds with which the Ae/Be stars are
associated. In order to further investigate the nature of the members of these newly
discovered aggregates, we conducted an optical spectroscopic survey of the Ae/Be
cores which we describe in the next Chapter. Then, in the remainder of this thesis,
we analyze the clustering trends and the properties of the stellar populations.
Chapter 4
The Optical Classification-Resolution
Spectroscopic Survey
Following our molecular and imaging surveys, we were able to obtain
classification-resolution spectra for at least some of the stars projected onto the
dark clouds defined by Ae/Be stars, in every region in our sample. With spectra,
we can assign luminosity classes and spectral types which, in combination with the
information derived from our optical imaging, allows us to determine photospheric
temperatures and colors and thus to individually deredden stars and accurately
place them in an HR diagram. From the HR diagram we can then estimate stellar
masses and ages, based on comparison to pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks.
We would like to perform this exercise for as many of the optically visible sources
as possible in each region. Since our goal is the determination of composite stellar
mass spectra, if we can assess the characteristic age of an aggregate based on
traditional optical HR diagram techniques, we can then apply the method
described in Chapter 7 to deredden the embedded populations and thus estimate
masses for all sources detected to the limits of our deep infrared images. In this
Chapter, we first justify our approach to obtaining classification spectra, then
describe the data acquisition and reduction, and, finally, review our method of
spectral classification.
The wavelength range over which we have obtained spectra encompasses the
R-I color index, that which we use to determine stellar extinction values (see
Chapter 8). Classifying spectra in the R-,I-band region, as opposed to the
"classical MK region" 4500 - 5500 A ), is advantageous in sites of on-going star
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formation for a variety of reasons. First, since the extinction at I-band is
approximately 60% of its value at V-band, the effects of foreground interstellar
and local molecular core obscuration are decreased by moving to longer
wavelengths. Second, typical V-I colors range from 0.5-3.5 mag for our program
stars; thus greater signal-to-noise spectra can be obtained at longer wavelengths as
we sample the fainter, later type stars nearest as possible to the wavelength of
their peak emission. Third, the blue continuum excesses produced by boundary
layers in well-studied young star-plus-accretion-disk systems are known to veil
(fill-in) photospheric absorption features; moving to longer wavelengths minimizes
the possibility of contamination by such boundary layer emission.
Targets for spectroscopy were selected in two different manners, depending on
the type of run (see below). In the cases where multi-object techniques were used,
targets were selected purely on the basis of maximizing the total number of
spectra obtained per CCD exposure. In the case where single-slit techniques were
used, targets were selected primarily by brightness and by the presence of
near-infrared excess emission in some cases.
4.1 Observations and Extraction of Stellar Spectra
Spectra were obtained during several runs with 3 different instruments: the
Multiple Mirror Telescope and REDSPEC slit spectrograph, the Kitt Peak RC
spectrograph in longslit and multislit modes, and the Kitt Peak fiber-fed HYDRA
multi-object spectrograph. The spectral resolutions range from /? « 500 - 1500 for
these data.
In all cases, the images were processed with IRAF first by subtracting the bias
voltage from the original CCD frames. For the single-slit and multi-slit data, flat
field images which compensate both for pixel-to-pixel variations and for the slit
function were created with APNORMALIZE and applied to the data.
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One-dimensional spectra were extracted using APALL and wavelength calibration
was established from exposures of He-Ne-Ar or Th-Ar (dependent upon the run)
comparison lamps taken immediately following the target exposures. For the
HYDRA data, the frames were first corrected for scattered light using the task
APSCATTER and then DOHYDRA, a front-end program for aperture extraction
of CCD frames containing multiple spectra, was used to extract the spectra,
flat-field the individual fibers, correct for fiber-to-fiber response differences, and
wavelength calibrate using exposures of a Th-Ar comparison lamp obtained for
each fiber configuration. Sky subtraction was performed for both the slit and the
fiber data during the extraction process, but we note that it is less accurate in the
case of the fiber data (particularly in regions of heavy nebulosity) as "sky" can not
be defined adjacent to the target spectrum as it can in the case of slit spectra.
Following spectral extraction, the data were post-processed before
classification (in some cases) by smoothing over a single resolution element and
normalizing to unity. Low signal-to-noise spectra and spectra of M stars (with
broad molecular absorption features) were not normalized.
4.2 Quantitative Spectral Classification
The wavelength range covered by our observations includes the TiO
(AA5847-6058, 6080-6390, 6651-6852, 7053-7270, 7666-7861, 8206-8569, 8860-8937
A ), VO (AA7334-7534, 7851-7973, 8521-8668 A ), CN (A7878-8068 A ), and CaH
(A6386 A ) bands; the upper Paschen series and the Paschen jump; the
Ca II triplet (AA8498, 8542, 8662 A ); 0 I lines (AA7774, 8446 A );
Ea (A6563 A ); the Ca I /Fe I blend (A6497 A ); Fe II lines (A6242 A blend, weak
A6456 A ); Ca I lines (AA6122, 6162 A ); the Mn I /Fe I blend (A6015 A ); the
Na I line (A5893 A
,
but not trustworthy for classification in star-forming regions
because of a significant interstellar contribution); He I (AA5876, 6678, 7065 A )
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and He II line (5411 A ); and the Mg I /MgH blend (A5180 A ). These lines can be
used as temperature indicators. A few indicators of luminosity (CaH A6975, Na
A8190, MgH A5211, the Ca II triplet, and several Fe and Ti features) are also
present and enable discrimination of of heavily-reddened low mass pre-main
sequence stars from foreground dwarfs.
Lines in this spectral regime frequently produced in emission by young stars,
are those of Ha
,
the Paschen lines, the Ca II triplet, the He I lines, the [O I
]
lines (AA6300, 6360 A ), the [S II ] Hne (AA6716, 6731 A ), the Na I D hues, and
an abundance of both permitted and forbidden Fe lines.
Spectral classification was done by comparison of our standard and program
spectra to the standard sequences established over these wavelength regimes by
Allen k Strom (1995), Kirkpatrick, Henry, k McCarthy (1991), and Jacoby,
Hunter, k Christian (1984). For stars not severely affected by accretion processes,
spectral typing can be accomplished fairly straightfowardly in this spectral regime.
The errors are a function of spectral type and are discussed below.
0 and B stars can be classified according to the strengths and ratios of
He II and He I lines. The red He II line disappears by BO while the red He I lines
disappear by AO. A and F stars can be classified using the upper Paschen lines,
the Ca I lines, the 0 I lines, and, to some extent, the Na I D lines; Na I and
Ca I both increase in strength towards later spectral types while 0 I
,
Ca II
,
and
Paschen strengths decrease. G and K stars can be classified using the Ca I lines,
Ha
,
and the metallic blends at AA6015, 6497 A . Late K and M stars can be
classified quite successfully using the relative depths of the TiO, CN, VO and CaH
molecular bands. In principle. Ha can also be used as a spectral type indicator for
stars not affected by emission processes.
The spectra were first ordered into approximate spectral type bins according
to the above criteria. Next, a quantitative depth-of-feature analysis was employed,
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similar to that discussed by O'Connell (1973). The goal of a quantitative
classification scheme is to obtain a numerical estimate of the strength of an
absorption feature which is independent both of reddening and of the
signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum. Feature indicies are defined by measuring the
flux deviation due to line absorption, from the continuum expected when
interpolating between two nearby "side band" wavelength regimes. The side bands
for each feature are chosen to be free of other absorption lines at the stellar
temperature and of the emission lines typically seen in young stellar objects. A
spectral index is given by the ratio of the flux measured at the central wavelength
(A2) to the flux predicted from interpolation from the two side bands (Ai and A3) -
simply understood as just 2/2/(2/1 + mAx) - and converted into magnitudes, or
/ = —2.5 X log- Fx.
^A, + (Fa3 - FaJ/(A3 - Ai) X (A2 - Ai)-
Experimentation with artificially reddened standard-star spectra shows that this
definition of an absorption index is insensitive at the level of |rf//rfyl„| < 0.005 to
the amount of reddening, as well as to the shape of the reddening law. In
principal, this definition also should be independent of signal-to-noise (to within
reason), as long as the side bands are chosen to be 1) nearby, in the case that
signal-to-noise varies with wavelength and 2) suflSciently broad in bandpass, so
that a good estimate of the mean continuum can be obtained.
For our purposes, we uniformly chose the bandpasses to be 30 A wide for both
the central and side bands. The assigned central and side band wavelengths are
given in Table 4.1 and have been shifted in a few cases from their ideal locations in
order to avoid spectral regions often contaminated by strong nebular emission lines
(in case of poor sky subtraction). To assess the behavior of these indicies with
spectral type, we first derived the indicies for the grid of standard stars presented
by Allen h Strom (1995) supplemented with our own standards; these data were
taken with the same telescope and instrument, and with an approximately
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identical spectrograph setup, as were our program stars. They should, therefore,
provide accurate calibration of the feature indicies.
Next, we compared our program stars to the standard stars, and derived
quantitative spectral types from plots of one feature index versus another. For M
stars the TiO A6760
... TiO A7100 and the TiO A7800
... TiO A7100 planes are
the most useful for classification; for F2-K7 stars the Ca I A6162
..s. Na I A5892
plane is most useful; and for AO-GO stars the Ca I A6162 vs. Mg I A5175 plane is
most useful. After assigning preliminary spectral types using the quantitative
technique, individual spectra were examined amidst a grid of standards in order to
verify the quantitative spectral types. In general the quantitative technique works
quite well and is more trustworthy than by-eye examination, particularly in cases
of extremely reddened late-type stars.
We estimate that errors in the assigned spectral types are lowest (±1 subclass)
for stars K7 and later, where spectral classification is relatively straightforward in
the red spectral region, and highest (±1/2 class) for F and G stars where red
spectral classification is most difficult. Propogated formal errors are discussed in
Chapter 8 where we use our spectral types to construct HR diagrams. We also note
that not all of our spectra are classify-able, as several of the Ae/Be regions contain
so-called continuum - plus - emission sources, which lack photospheric absorption
features. For this reason, we suspect that some of the spectral types derived using
the above techniques could be too early due to the effects of spectral veiling.
4.3 Conclusions from the Spectroscopic Survey
Our optical spectroscopic survey, although incomplete at the present time, has
provided us with valuable information on the characteristics of companions to the
Ae/Be stars. From the spectra obtained to date, we conclude that the aggregates
associated with Ae/Be stars are comprised primarily of late-type stars.
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Table 4.1. Depth-of-Feature Analysis
Feature Sidebands Comments
Mg I 5175 AA5050, 5300
Na I 5892 AA5820, 6100
Mn I ,Fe I 6015
Ca I 6162
TiO 6180
Fe II 6456
Ca I ,Fe I 6497
Ha 6563
TiO 6760
TiO 7100
0 I 7772
TiO 7800
Nal 8190
AA5820, 6100
AA6100, 6370
AA6100, 6370
AA6370, 6650
AA6370, 6650
AA6370, 6650
AA6650, 7035
AA7035, 7400
AA7500, 8050
AA7500, 8050
AA8050, 8400
Ca II 8542 AA8400, 8800
TiO 8880 AA8800, 9190
"b" triplet line; '
luminosity indicator in GK stars;
temperature sensitive mid-G and earlier;
in low-SNR regime of our spectra due to dropoff in
grating efficiency
affected by He I 5876 and interstellar Na I in OB stars;
weak in early A stars;
temperature- and luminosity-sensitive midA-K;
luminosity-dependent MO and later
appears GO; possibly not useful
appears A9; temperature sensitive FGK
appears K6-K7; watch for CaH 6386 in sideband;
highly temperature sensitive for K5-M stars
weak after AO but temperature sensitive through F
luminosity indicator in KM stars
temperature and luminosity sensitive for all types,
although often in emission
central v/avelength chosen to avoid nebular emission
highly temperature sensitive for K5-M stars;
lower bandpass chosen to avoid atmospheric ^20
absorption and nebular emission
blend of 7772, 7774, 7775 lines;
appears late B; temperature sensitive BAF;
disappears by F8
appears at M3
triplet line;
luminosity indicator in M stars;
sideband contains CN 7878-8068 later than mid-G
measures strongest of infrared Ca II triplet;
appears after AO; temperature sensitive through F,
then constant strength though K3
and luminosity sensitive MO and later
appears mid-M
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Furthermore, many of the spectra exhibit at least Ha (as well as Ca II triplet and
forbidden lines in a few cases) in emission.
Chapter 5
Clusters Associated with Ae/Be Stars
In this Chapter we use our infrared images to investigate the stellar
environments of Ae/Be stars on local scales (over fields « 1 pc in diameter). We
are particularly interested in the clustering properties in these isolated star
formation sites. Our first task is to quantify our definition of "a cluster" which, as
already stated, can not be done from either our molecular column density maps or
our optical source count radial profiles. Next, in order to make comparisons
between different isolated star-forming sites containing Ae/Be stars, we scale our
heterogeneous set of infrared images to the same physical area in pc^ for each
region, and determine stellar census counts. We then revisit the issue of survey
sensitivity (first presented in Chapter 3) and discuss the possibility of
contamination by foreground / background stars. After satisfying ourselves that
we have accounted for these effects to the best of our ability given the available
data, we then examine a correlation of local stellar surface density with Ae/B(
mass, and present one physical interpretation of this correlation. Finally, we
compare our results on stellar surface densities near Ae/Be stars, to other similarly
young star forming regions as well as to older regions containing similarly isolated
high-mass stars.
5.1 Definition of Size Scale for Investigation of Clustering Properties
Because of the peculiar morphological structure of the molecular gas
distributions (apparently disturbed clouds which are not centered on the Ae/Be
stars themselves), we can not use information on cloud sizes to fix the size scale
le
ie
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over which we should investigate the stellar clustering properties. Furthermore,
because at least half of the aggregate members appear to be embedded sources, we
can not use radial density profiles constructed from our large-field optical frames to
investigate the clustering properties, or even to fix the typical cluster radii. Finally,
because the infrared frames are small in angular size, in the typical case we cannot
use them to construct radial density profiles and look for central enhancements.
Therefore, to determine an appropriate size scale over which to investigate
source clustering in the vicinity of Ae/Be stars, we examine one case in which the
boundaries of the optical and infrared clusters are clearly delineated, and which we
feel justified in using as a template with which to investigate other Ae/Be regions.
The BD +40° 4124 environment is shown in Figure 5.1; in the left panel is a
large-scale field centered on the Ae/Be star at R-band, and in the right panel an
expanded field at K-band. The small stellar aggregate clearly seen in the infrared
image is isolated by about 0.7 pc from the Ha
-emission rim seen in the optical
image (which bounds the molecular gas distribution, as seen in Figure 2.1).
Important to our arguments on the definition of "a cluster," is that the region
between the aggregate and the bright-rim / edge-of-cloud appears to be relatively
devoid of optical or infrared sources. Of the 33 stars detected to a 10a limit on
this K-band image, 26, or 79%, are contained within the central 1.4 arcmin^ while
only 21% are found in the outer 3.6 arcmin^ of the frame. Because the number of
sources in this region is high (at least higher than the average for the central
Ae/Be aggregates; see below), we are able to quantify the visual impression of
clustering with radial surface and volume density plots, which indeed demonstrate
this group to represent a stellar density enhancement approximately 0.1 5pc in
projected radius.
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Unfortunately, due to the sometimes small number of sources found in
association with Ae/Be stars, we are unable to make radial density profiles with
meaningful bin sizes for every region. However, with evidence that the BD +40°
4124 group is a relatively isolated cluster of stars identified by the presence of an
Ae/Be star, we have chosen to investigate the other members of our sample over an
area in pc' equivalent to that subtended by the BD +40° 4124 cluster. We perform
this exercise at K-band in the next section. We note the dynamical significance of
the chosen scale (1/3 x 1/3 pc or approximately 0.167 pc in radius) is that it
translates into a crossing time of about 0.3 Myr for a canonical velocity dispersion
of 1 km (Benson k Myers 1989 and Loren 1989 for molecular gas; Jones &
Walker 1988 for stars in an expanding cluster). This timescale is comparable to
the inferred ages for the Ae/Be stars themselves and thus ensures us of capturing
in our survey, any stars born nearly coevally with the central Ae/Be star.
5.2 K-band Images and Source Counts
In Figure 5.2 we present K-band images centered on the young, isolated Ae/Be
stars in our sample, covering 1/3 pc in each dimension. These images are
organized in order of decreasing Ae/Be mass (from 26 to 3 M©), and demonstrate
the presence of (in most cases) previously unknown, lower-mass companions within
0.167 pc of all Ae/Be stars surveyed in this program. Comparison of the BD +40°
4124 panel in Figure 5.2 with the larger field infrared image in Figure 5.1, shows
that our chosen size scale seems appropriate for addressing the issue of clustering
in the BD +40° 4124 region. We extrapolate that it is also appropriate in the
other isolated star-forming environments containing young high-mass stars. The
remainder of this Chapter consists of an analysis of Ae/Be clustering properties
based on these infrared images.
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Figure 5.2. K-hand images uniformly covering l/3pc x l/3pc for 17 Ae/Be regions.
The images are centered on the Ae/Be star itself and were obtained with the
University of Massachusetts NICMASS camera mounted on the MDM 2.4m and
1.3m telescopes, and with the Kitt Peak National Observatory SQIID camera
mounted on the KPNO 50in telescope; the range of platescales is from 0.4-1.3 arcsec
pixel"^ The range in resolution combined with the range in source distance causes
the apparent differences in signal - to - noise between our infrared images when
they are scaled to the same physical area in square pc, as we have done here. The
images are organized in order of decreasing Ae/Be mass (from top to bottom and
left to right), and range from 26 M© down to 3 Mq. These data constitute our
entire infrared survey sample except for those Ae/Be stars located near the Orion,
NGC 2264, or Taurus star-forming complexes.
a
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HD259431 (SQIID / KPNO 50in)
WSer (NICMASS / MDM 2.4m)
a
LkHa234 (NICMASS / MDM 2.4m) a
BD+46 3471 (NICMASS MDM 2 4m)
HD200775 (NICMASS / MDM 2.4ra)
a
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Our particular focus is on addressing the issue of stellar surface densities. We
must thus extract from our images, the number of stars found within the 1/3 pc x
1/3 PC sub-image of each Ae/Be region displayed in Figure 5.2. The nature of the
mfrared companions to the Ae/Be stars will be discussed in subsquent Chapters.
At the present time, we anticipate our findings in those Chapters and assert, based
on 1) infrared excesses and optical emission line features indicative of stellar youth
(Chapter 6) and 2) actual location on pre-main sequence isochrones of < 3 Myr
(Chapter 8), that the majority of the members of these small clusters must also be
young stars. We also remind the reader of our notation from the optical images
that many of the nearby companions to the Ae/Be stars have the appearance of
so-called "socket stars." We thus proceed under the assumption that all stars seen
projected within 0.167 pc of the Ae/Be stars are indeed physically associated with
the molecular core.
Our summary on clustering properties within the Ae/Be subimages can be
found in Table 5.1, also organized in order of decreasing Ae/Be mass. We give the
number companions detected on our infrared images over 1/3 pc x 1/3 pc size
scales in Column (5). In Column (6) we give entries for the number of these
infrared companions with optical counterparts. Depending on the region, between
25% and 100% of the infrared cluster members are also optically detected. In
Columns (7) and (8) we quote the numbers of spectra obtained over the inner
0.167 pc areas and a summary of approximate spectral types. We note that in most
regions additional spectroscopic data do exist over the greater extent of the cloud.
How uniform is our infrared survey data? Due to the combined effects of 1)
instrumental heterogeneity of the infrared data itself and 2) variations in source
distances, our initial infrared source counts are not to a strictly uniform sensitivity
level to stellar populations of varying mass, age, and line-of-sight extinction
between Ae/Be regions. As we will show, however, the sensitivity corrections
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would be minor, and thus our ignorance of them does not significantly affect our
discussion of stellar surface densities below.
We assess the relative sensitivity of our infrared images to various stellar
populations based on comparison to the BD +40° 4124 region, shown in
Figure 5.1. There are two types of effects which we consider: those due to
instrumental parameters and those due to source parameters The total measure of
relative sensitivity is given by ./t;;^^ x dzameter/distance, where is the
total integration time per pixel normalized to 144 seconds, diameter is the
telescope diameter normalized to a 2.4m telescope, and distance is the source
distance normalized to 1000 pc. Our choice for the normaUzation distance is based
on the physical completeness limits presented in Table 3.2. For this combination of
integration time, telescope size, and distance, our survey is sensitive at K to all
masses down to 0.1 M© as long as the source is obscured by less than 10 visual
magnitudes and has an age less than 1 Myr.
Each of the two pieces of the sensitivity correction are listed in Table 5.1.
Were these numbers to be interpreted as correction factors, the mean instrumental
correction factor (including only integration time and telescope area) is about
20%, while when distance corrections are included the mean correction factor is
about 10%. Additional consideration for total system throughput might also be
made, but rigorous throughput numbers are quite uncertain due to changes in
thermal background and/or sky conditions with time; cases where the system
throughput is expected to be significantly lower than the average {e.g. for the
SQIID frames) are noted as lower limits.
Figure 5.3 shows a histogram of the relative sensitivity of our infrared images.
As can be seen from this Figure, our sensitivity limits are the same in all regions
to within a factor of two, normahzed to the BD +40° 4124 region. From
m\ — m2 — —2.5 log{fi/ /2), a factor of two in sensitivity translates into a range of
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RELATIVE SENSITIVITY FOR NICMASS IMAGES
,
/ : ^ 2(Vexposure time/144s) x(telescope diameter/2.4m) / (distance/1 kpc)
Figure 5.3. Histogram of relative infrared sensitivity between Ae/Be regions in
this survey. Relative sensitivity between our infrared frames can be computed
as ^exposure X diameter/distance, whicli we normalize to 144 seconds of total
integration time on a 2.4m telescope for a source at 1000 pc with the NICMASS
camera. We calculate this quantity in order to assess the relative depth of our data
in each Ae/Be region. To first order, our sensitivity limits appear to be the same in
all regions to within a factor of two.
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about 0.8 magnitudes. We can use this information to compare our K-band survey
limits to model K-band magnitude functions, calculated for clusters with masses
distributed according to a Miller-Scalo mass function and ages appropriate for
pre-main sequence populations. By comparing to the models {cf. those by Ali &
DePoy 1994), we find for clusters of age 10 Myr or less, that our survey falls on the
flat or falUng part of the predicted K-band magnitude distribution. Thus a range
of 0.8 magnitudes in survey sensitivity corresponds in the worst case (a 10 Myr old
cluster) to only a 25% correction to our true source counts; the implied corrections
are significantly smaller for younger clusters. We thus estimate the source count
corrections from the K-band sensitivity differences between Ae/Be regions to be
< 10%. We do not attempt such small corrections.
Henceforth ignoring sensitivity differences, we in Figure 5.2 show a histogram
of the number of infrared sources detected on the images in Figure 5.4. The mean
number of companions found within 0.167 pc of high-mass Ae/Be stars is about
10. We note that when the variations in sensitivity between different regions are
considered, the BD +40° 4124 frame {M^e/Be = 13 M®) and the HD 250550 frame
{MAe/Be = 4 M©) are found to have the same physical limits in mass, age, and
extinction. However, as can been seen from Figure 5.2, these two stars have very
different local clustering characteristics. We simply note this fact now, but return
to it in a forthcoming argument (section 5.3.3) for a trend of stellar density with
Ae/Be mass over 0.167 pc radial size scales.
In summary, we have presented source counts derived from our infrared
imaging survey and assessed in a quantitative manner the applicable corrections to
the census numbers differences in our data in instrumental sensitivity and source
distance. We find the corrections to be small and disregard them. Before moving
to our discussion of stellar densities, however, we would like to examine our survey
parameters and the possibilities that our census counts may include as associated
66
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SURFACE DENSITIES IN HERBIG Ae/B e CLUSTERS
10 20 30 40
Census Counts over 1/3 pc x 1/3 pc Area
50
Figure 5.4. Histogram of census counts within 0.167 pc of Ae/Be stars. While the
actual number of infrared companions over an area of linear size l/3pc per side
is uncertain due to correction factors (see text), this figure estimates the range of
cluster sizes / densities between Ae/Be regions.
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group members, either too few (hidden from our survey) stars too many
(physically unassociated) stars.
5.2.1 Survey Completeness
First we address completeness issues related to our survey sensitivity limits (in
mass, age, and extinction).
For the purpose of assessing our survey sensitivity to various stellar
populations, we will anticipate the results of our analysis of HR diagrams and
infrared color-magnitude diagrams in Chapters 8 and 7. From the location of
optically visible stars in HR diagrams, we find that the stellar populations
associated with young Ae/Be stars are also young (r < 3 Myr). In the infrared,
where we are more sensitive to older, less massive, {e.g. less luminous) stars than
we are in the optical (see Tables 3.1 and 3.2), the distribution of sources in
J -{J - H) color-magnitude diagrams instead shows all points detected to lie
above a lower envelope defined by the reddening vector projected from the 0.1 M©
point on the 3 Myr isochrone. To our completeness limits in Ay (which are always
important to keep in mind), we find no evidence for stellar populations older than
3 Myr; the mean ages are more typically 1 Myr or less. This information suggests
that we could be missing low-mass stars from our infrared surveys only if they are
older and more heavily extincted than the rest of the stellar population. (If the
low-mass stars were slower in clearing away obscuring circumstellar material than
their higher mass counterparts, this scenario could apply.) We are unlikely to be
missing low-mass stars if their ages are comparable to those derived for the surface
populations, and thus we are confident that at the typical distances of our sources,
our deepest infrared frames have captured most of the populations associated with
the Ae/Be cores.
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Regarding extinction, due to the unknown size scale of spatial var.at.ons in
cloud column density, combined with the inherently large telescope beam sizes, we
have not attempted to account for differences in mean column density between
regions. We note, however, that the range of mean core extinction values runs
from Av = 2-20 mag, which corresponds to a range in extinction at 2.2 /.mrunning
only from
= 0.2-2 mag. We thus disregard differences in molecular extinction
between Ae/Be cores.
A proper assessment of completeness in imaging surveys of star-forming
regions requires rigorous region-by-region analysis of both instrumental sensitivity
and mean molecular column density. To make completely fair comparisons
between regions, stellar populations studies should be performed down to uniform
limits in mass, age, and extinction. However, given 1) the absence of precision
information on stellar masses, ages, and extinction values, and 2) the small
number statistics with which we begin, we are content to have convinced ourselves
that we are not dominated by incompleteness effects. We conclude, based on the
apparent extreme youth of the Ae/Be stars and their surrounding stellar
populations relative to our survey sensitivity limits, that the 1/3 pc x 1/3 pc
fields over which we investigate each Ae/Be site allow us to capture a significant
fraction of any accompanying stellar population, with the following characteristics:
M > 0.12 M©, r < 1 Myr, and Ay < 10.
5.2.2 Survey Contamination
Next we address whether our fields might be affected by severe foreground or
background contamination from cluster nonmembers projected onto the cloud
cores.
One means of probing the number of interloping foreground and background
stars is with analytic models of the Galactic stellar distribution. Jarrett (1992)
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describes an implementation of the Bahcall-Soneira model in winch monte-carlo
methods are used to calculate the expected properties of stars seen towards a given
direction of the Galaxy over a given solid angle. With this method we can, in
principle, obtain estimates of the spectral types, distances, and apparent
magnitudes and colors for sources expected to populate a particular field.
However, the applicability of the Bahcall-Soneira model, which reproduces the
optical sky at high Galactic latitudes remarkably well, in the infrared (A > 1 /.m)
and near the Galactic plane [b < 5°) is uncertain at the present time. A more
realistic Galaxy model proposed by Ortiz & Lepine (1993; see references therein
for others) includes the non-negligible effects of spiral structure, interstellar
extinction, and the intrinsic colors of special stellar populations such as AGE
stars. As these authors demonstrate, their model reproduces equally well at V and
significantly more accurately at K (to within 0.2 dex for K < 10 mag), the
observed source counts in several well-separated directions of the Galaxy, when
compared to the Bahcall-Soneira model. However, the observational data to effect
accurate comparions between different models for fainter stars, such as those which
dominate our surveys, are not yet available. Due to the severe uncertainties in the
accuracy of available Galaxy models 1) at near-infrared wavelengths and 2) at low
Galactic latitudes, we thus reject an analytical treatment of foreground /
background issues in favor of an observational assessment of the degree to which
our cluster samples might be contaminated. In the following we review our
empirical investigation of contamination by nonmember stars.
Foreground stars can be identified on the basis of low extinction values in
comparison to the canonically expected extinction of 0.9 mag / kpc in the Galactic
plane. We will discuss the determination of extinction towards individual stellar
sources in Chapter 8. If we can anticipate and generalize our results from the few
regions rigorously analyzed to date, however, we suspect foreground contamination
ane.
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to be acceptably low (0-1 star) over fields a few arcmin^ in size, for sources at
distances of less than 1 kpc and at latitudes within 3 degrees of the Galactic pi
We base this claim on the following: Given the completeness limits of
combined optical / infrared surveys, any foreground star detected in the infrared
frames should also be detected in the optical frames. Amongst optically visible
sources, 80-100% show both spectroscopic emission lines and near-infrared
excesses, indicating that at least this many stars are cluster members and not
foreground stars. The fractional contamination due to foreground stars for any
individual region of course varies significantly with distance and proximity to the
plane. Of note, however, is that we see no correlation between the number of
detected companions and the source distance, as might be expected if foreground
contamination were severe.
Background stars (we are most susceptible to contamination by distant,
luminous background K,M giants and slightly background F,G dwarfs) can be
identified on the basis of high extinction values in comparison to the maximum
extinction through the core derived from LTE analysis of molecular data. There
are two complications to this seemingly straightforward exercise, however. First,
one might imagine the LTE analysis to produce only lower limits to the total core
extinction, given the large beam sizes and the high likelihood of molecular
photodissociation over radii of at least several tenths of a pc near young early-type
stars. Second, the molecular core medium is likely to be clumpy, with young
embedded sources possibly suffering additional circumstellar extinction. Thus
pockets of locally high obscuration are not unlikely, and make young heavily
embedded cluster members indistinguishable from distant cluster nonmembers in
the absence of other youthful diagnostics such as continuum infrared excess or
spectroscopic emission. Given the peculiar cloud structures identified in our
molecular survey and the unknown degree of cloud dumpiness, we are reluctant to
identify any particular sources amongst our small cluster populations as
background on the basis of high extinction. Based on infrared color-magnitude
diagrams, however, it is clear that we are not dominated by background
contamination as we do not see any stars lying below the main sequence loci. We
also note that the stellar clusters associated with Ae/Be stars do not appear to be
superposed on uniformly distributed backgrounds of infrared sources. Instead, the
aggregates are in many cases concentrated towards the centers of our several
arcmin images, with only a small number sources located in the outer portions of
the images. We conclude that core extinction effectively shields background stars
from our detection. Of note is that we see no (anti-)correlation between the
number of detected companions and the mean molecular extinction.
In summary, we have bypassed a quantitative treatment of foreground /
background contamination, given the uncertainties derived from comparison of
Galactic model star count predictions as a function of magnitude (down to
K ^Ib) with those actually seen in our own photometric / spectroscopic surveys
in regions near the Galactic plane. In general, the number of foreground stars
seems overpredicted by the models and we thus have reduced confidence in the
background predictions. Instead, we have qualitatively argued that fractional
contamination from sources at distances different from those of the Ae/Be stars
themselves, is likely to be low (< 10%) over the inner 0.167 pc radii of the Ae/Be
clusters. Therefore, instead of attempting uncertain foreground / background
corrections, we assume all sources in our surveys to be cluster members and
proceed with our analysis of the cluster properties.
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5.3 Projected Stellar Densities in the Vicinity of Ae/Be Stars
5.3.1 Comparison with Other Regions of Star Formation
Although we have already stated that absolute number densities are difficult to
derive with any confidence, for the purpose of making relative comparisons
between regions, we use our census counts to compute the number of stars pc'^
assuming that the clusters are uniform and spherically symmetric. We find a range
of volume densities from about 200-2000 pc'^ with a mean of about 1350 pc-^.
We compare the inferred number densities in the Ae/Be clusters to those in other
star-forming regions, in the form of a number density line (shown in Figure 5.5)
which depicts the densities characteristic of nearby low- and high-mass
star-forming sites. (For reference, a number density of 1000 stars pc-^ translates
into a mean separation of about 15,000 AU, including the i/ir correction factor for
mean projection.) The cluster data are taken from McCaughren & Stauffer (1995)
for the Trapezium region; Meyer etal. (1995) for NGC 2024, p Oph, and R CrA;
Lada etal. (1991) for NGC 2023, 2068, and 2071 (these numbers may be
underestimates due to the low sensitivity of these early observations); and Gomez
etal. (1993) for Taurus, Lupus, k Chameleon Tl. If the depth of our infrared
survey is comparable to the completeness of the surveys in these other young,
heavily extincted, nearby star-forming regions, we conclude from this Figure that
the mean density for the Ae/Be clusters (indicated by a dagger) is higher by about
a factor of 5 than the mean density for the nearby low-mass star-forming clouds,
but lower by about a factor of 10 than that in the inner Trapezium region, perhaps
an extreme example of a high-density star forming environment.
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Figure 5.5. General context of Ae/Be clusters densities. The range of volume densi-
ties found to characterize the inner 0.167 pc of the Ae/Be clusters, and the weighted
mean (dagger), are shown along a logarithmic line containing other well-studied
star-forming regions. Typical open and globular cluster number densities are shown
for comparison, as are the extrema of the solar neighborhood and the core of M15.
We note that the star-forming regions containing intermediate- and high-mass stars
have characteristically higher densities than those producing only lower-mass stars,
but caution that computations of surface and volume densities always yield lower
limits due to complications arising from extinction and/or cloud dumpiness.
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5.3.2 Comparison with Other Isolated Massive Stars
How do the number densities in the young Ae/Be regions compare with those
in equally isolated regions containing slightly older, early-type stars?
Unfortunately the data necessary for a fair comparison do not exist as neither
accurate stellar ages nor complete companion counts have been determined for any
representative population of main sequence early-type stars. For isolated 5-10 Myr
B stars, the data on companions which do exist are in the form of infrared surveys.
Ha surveys, and x-ray surveys.
From near-infrared survey data we can discuss the S 255/S 257 and MonR2
regions. In the S 255/S 257 region, two main sequence BO stars with assumed ages
of several Myr are found on either side of an extremely young embedded stellar
cluster; however, there appear to be no young stars located within several tenths of
a pc of the B stars themselves (Zinnecker, McCaughren, k Wilking; 1993). We
find the same situation in the MonR2 region where, again, there are two main
sequence B stars of ages 6-10 Myr on opposite sides of an embedded young dense
cluster with very few companions (within 0.167 pc there is 1 in the case of the
eastern star and several in the case of the western star) of their own (Dougados
etal.
;
1995). From Ha survey data we can discuss the a Sco and v Sco regions.
Sigma Sco is a Bl HI with a well determined age of 5-6 Myr; the region within
1.3 pc has been completely surveyed in the far-infrared and at Ha with only 8
young low-mass companions (corresponding to 1 within a 0.167 pc radius)
uncovered (Meyer, Wilking, k Zinnecker; 1992). The results in Nu Sco appear
similar, as only 13 young companions over an even larger area were reported in the
Ha survey of The (1964). From x-ray survey data we can discuss the (3 Sco and 8
Sco regions. Both of these 5-6 Myr old B stars have had x-ray exposures centered
on them (Walter; 1994) which reveal in each case only 5 companions within 1.4 pc
(corresponding to less than 1 within a 0.167 pc radius).
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Summarizing the information available from infrared, II.
,
an<l x-ray surveys
in the vicinity of isolated, slightly older (r > 5 Myr) early-type stars without
"
evidence for remr.ant molecular gas, it seems to be the case that very few nearby
young lower-mass companions to these stars can be found. We contrast this trend
with that presented above on dense clusters associated with the significantly
younger (r < 1 Myr) population of Ae/Be stars (which arc still associated with
molecular gas). It could be the case that the scant evidence on which we base the
lack of companions to older early type stars simply reflects that these surveys are
not sensitive to highly reddened low-mass stars with ag(^s of several Myr. ()„ the
other hand, this information is also consistent with the interpretation that if all
high-mass stars are formed within the boundaries of small, dense clusters of stars,
that the timescale for cluster dispersal is comparable to the timescale for the
"evaporation" of molecular gas.
5.3.3 Correlation of Cluster Density with Maximum Stellar Mass
The images presented in Figure 5.2 are organized in order of decreasing Ae/Be
mass. Disregarding the slight differences between regions in survey sensitivity
(discussed above), these images provide the impression that there is some
relationshij) between the number of companions and the mass of the central Ae/Be
star. The range of stellar masses represented in the first page of images in
Figure 5.2 is roughly 10-25 M®, and the mean number of stars detected is 23.
The range of stellar masses represented in the last page of images in Figure 5.2 is
roughly 3-5 M©, and the mean number of stars detected is 6. Larger stellar
densities in regions producing higher mass stars might be expected if the presence
of a cluster were important, during the initial formation processes, in determining
the final masses of high mass stars (see discussion in the following section). We
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can investigate the observational support for such a possibility by correlating the
number density of infrared companions with the mass of the central Ae/Be star.
Stellar densities, in units of stars pc'^ are directly proportional to the census
numbers we have presented in Figure 5.4, but are uncertain by correction factors
due to cluster projection and concentration effects, both of which can be as high as
30%. Thus, in Figure 5.6, we instead show stellar surface densities, computed
simply as the number of stars detected in an area 1/3 pc on a side, as a function of
Ae/Be mass. For reference, we also show the same computation for the Trapezium
Cluster. Although the scatter is large (significantly larger than the error bars,
which are presented as random errors of 10% in the stellar masses and x/iV in the
cluster census counts), the apparent trend is very suggestive of a physical
relationship between cluster density and maximum mass at very young ages. A
least squares fit to this log-log distribution, including errors in the independent
quantities, reveals a linear relationship of near unity slope and correlation
coefficient 0.8.
Before interpreting this diagram, we would like to investigate two possible
systematic effects with Ae/Be mass which might affect the origin of the apparent
correlation: differences between regions in actual cluster/cloud size, and differences
between regions in total core extinction.
First, how are our results affected by the assumption of a constant cluster size,
corresponding to a radius of 0.33 pc = 0.167 pc? To properly determine actual
cluster sizes, one would like to know the FWHM of the two-dimensional stellar
density distribution and then count stars over this physically meaningful area;
however, given the small number statistics within the t=0.167 pc regions with
which we begin, division of the clusters into several radial bins is not meaningful.
We have, however, used the BD
-f40° 4124 group, in which isolated clustering has
been clearly demonstrated (see Figure 5.1), to identify the scale over which we
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X = 0.04; correlation = 0.80 (trapezium)
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Figure 5.6. Stellar surface density versus maximum mass for clusters associated
with Ae/Be stars. A quantity proportional to the stellar number density is plotted
against the mass of the most massive star in the group. Larger open circles indicate
groups in which the relative sensitivity factor described in the text is unity. Triangles
represent lower limits in two cases where the images are significantly less sensitive.
Random errors of 10% in the stellar masses and \/N in the cluster census counts
are shown. We note that the regions containing more than one Ae/Be star do not
occupy any preferred location in this diagram. The inner 0.167 pc of the Trapezium
Cluster, for which the stellar density was computed in the same manner as for the
Ae/Be regions, is also shown, for reference only. A line which accounts for the errors
in both axes has been fit to the data distribution (not including the Trapezium or
the lower limits) and produces a correlation coefficient of 0.8.
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investigate the clustering properties for all groups in our sample. Based on the
cloud radii derived from our molecular survey (given as 1/2 x FWHM{Ay) in
Table 2.1, and apparently independent of Ae/Be mass), this radius enables us to
count stars over the inner 35-100% of every cloud core. There is, however,
qualitative evidence in Figure 5.2 for concentration of sources towards a few of the
central Ae/Be stars, particularly in the cases of MWC 1080, MWC 137, and BD
+40° 4124. Quantifying this impression though, would require either
nearest-neighbor analysis or two-point correlation analysis over regions of larger
size than we have considered here. Alternate to actual concentration, the data are
also consistent with the clusters associated with these sources simply being smaller
than in the typical case. In other words, if r,,,,,,, < 0.167 pc, we are unable with
our method of computing surface densities, to distinguish between
Ntotai —
J
iirr n{r)dr
and
/•0.167 pc
^counted =
J
4:Trr^n{r)dr.
Although in this case we are assured of including all cluster members in our census
counts, we systematically underestimate the stellar densities. If, on the other
hand, rduster > 0.167 pc, as is likely in most cases given the apparent sizes of the
cloud cores, then in princple we should be sensitive to concentration on smaller
scales. In this case we systematically underestimate the total number of associated
stars but do determine accurate stellar densities. In summary, while it seems that
the cluster densities do depend critically on the chosen cluster radius, we find no
effects as a function of Ae/Be mass by assuming a constant cluster radius between
regions. We note, however, that a more appropriate analysis of Ae/Be clustering
properties might include the calculation of rank-ordered nearest neighbors.
Second, might the trend of stellar density with maximum mass be artificially
produced due diflFerences in mean cloud core extinction, which varies by up to a
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factor of 10 between Ae/Be regions? One might posit that differences in core
extinction could permit us to see larger numbers of companions around higher
mass stars, for example, if the higher-mass stars are more efficient in clearing away
core material. We have investigated this possibility by plotting maximum mass
versus molecular column density and stellar number density versus molecular
column density; we find no correlations.
With no evidence for systematic effects due either to intrinsic cluster size
variations or to core extinction variations, we conclude that the trend of stellar
density with maximum mass represents a real relationship between these two
independent quantities over more than an order of magnitude. Can we relate this
trend to theoretical predictions on hierarchical fragmentation / clustering in
molecular cloud cores? We address this issue in the following section.
5.3.4 One Interpretation of the Correlatiion
If our apparent finding that local stellar density correlates with maximum
stellar mass holds as a robust result, it could represent an important clue to the
formation processes associated with intermediate- and high-mass stars. In
particular, higher mass stars might be expected to be found near the centers of
dense clusters if, during the initial accretion stages, cluster dynamical effects which
enhance accretional growth are important. In this section we first review the
theoretical difficulties with producing high-mass stars in a manner analogous to
that in which low-mass stars are thought to form. We then comment on previous
speculation in the literature that the mass of the most massive star in a group
might be related to protostellar dynamical evolution, and/or the critical mass for
core fragmentation.
Current star formation theory accepts the notion of a preferred length scale
which separates the domain of domination by thermal pressure against gravity
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from that of domination by turbulent or magnetic pressure against gravity, in
molecular cloud cores. The critical thermal length scale, given by
(in which c, is the local sound speed, p is the local density, and is the local
free-fall timescale), represents the size of the smallest clump which is able to
overcome hydrostatic support and collapse to form a star. The characteristic mass
associated with the thermal length is the Jeans mass,
Air ^A.o
= yPC^f
or, substituting for A (above) and = ^P/^ = \JkT/fi,
For a typical range of cloud core conditions, the Jeans length ranges from about
0.05-0.3 pc and the Jeans mass ranges from about 0.5 - 2 M©.
A well-known inconsistency in Jeans collapse theory is the following: as
collapse proceeds, the mean density necessarily increases and, as the opacity
subsequently rises, the mean temperature also increases. However, before
equilibrium can be restablished, the Jeans length/mass has effectively grown
smaller; initally Jeans-unstable cores are thus able to fragment and sub-fragment
in what is most likely a hierarchical process. ^ Even rigorous analyses (including
the effects of rotation and magnetic fields; Larson, 1985) of hydrostatic stability in
the more realistic case of pressure-supported sheets or thin filaments instead of in
the classic case of uniform-density spheres, yield characteristic length and mass
The results of Gomez etal. (1993) and Larson (1995) suggest that the observed separations of
young stars in Taurus and Ophiucus can be represented by two power-law indices for separations
spanning 3 orders of magnitude, from 0.005 - 5 pc. A break in the power-law index at 0.04 pc
(approximately the Jeans length for these low density clouds) is claimed by Larson (1995) to
distinguish the hierarchical clustering regime from the binary regime.
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scales for fragmentation. Strong observational support for fragmentation comes
from the common finding of several tens of stars whicl, have formed within a single
Jeans length, as we have seen here.
A second problem with Jeans collapse theory is that the characteristic mass is
inversely related to the mean density, implying that low-mass stars should form in
dense cores while high-mass stars should form only in low-density cores. This is
inconsistent with the prevalent association of dense gas with high-mass
star-forming regions, including many of the Ae/Be cores studied here, and suggests
that "special conditions" may be required for high-mass star formation. One
possibility is the continuing accretion of material at late times in dense
proto-stellar environments, a process which could be aided by the settling of the
most massive objects towards the center of the system due to dynamical friction
(Larson, 1978, 1981, 1992; Bastien, 1981).
Based on the observations presented here on clusters associated with young
high-mass stars, we find ourselves facing the difficult problem of having to produce
in the same cloud cores both clusters (presumably via fragmentation) and
high-mass stars (presumably via accumulation in an environment where the
accretion of ambient core material is a competitive process between many
proto-stellar cluster members). Thus hierchical fragmentation and hierarchical
clustering / accretion appear to be operating simultaneously. The trend of stellar
density with maximum mass could be a fundamental clue to how these processes
might work. As Larson (1991, 1992) speculates, it may be that mass of the most
massive star formed in a cluster depends on some combination of the two
fundamental scales discussed above: 1) the Jeans mass and 2) the total cluster
mass.
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5.4 Conclusions and Discussion on Ae/Be Clustering Properties
We have discovered small aggregates of apparently low-mass stars located in
the same molecular cores as are high-mass Ae/Be stars. It ,s not unusual to have
identified clusters of low-mass stars associated with high-mass stars, as it is known
that the same molecular cores are capable of producing stars of all masses.
However, what is new about this study is the age range (r < 1 Myr), the mass
range (M > 3 M©), and the size scale (r < 0.167 pc), of the high-mass
star-forming environments we have targeted for investigation. The uncovered
stellar populations can be described as containing between 5 and 40 stars and,
under the assumption of spherical symmetry, as having stellar volume densities
over radii of 0.167 pc ranging between 200 and 2000 pc'^. The apparent youth of
the clusters (which we confirm in subsequent Chapters) suggests that the stars are
near their places of birth, and thus that we are observing "initial" cluster
conditions. These regions seem amenable, therefore, to investigation of issues
related to the "initial" distribution of stellar masses, which we pursue in Chapter 9.
Regarding stellar masses, we draw attention to the BD +40° 4124, Lk Ha 198,
and Lk Ha 234 regions as examples of molecular cores in which two (or more in the
case of BD +40° 4124!) intermediate-mass (M > 1 M©) stars have formed within
0.1 pc of one another. These groups are rare in that, assuming a typical cluster size
of about 10 stars (Figure 5.4), only 1 out of every 10 random groups of 10 stars is
expected to contain a single star of mass M > 5 M© (according to the tabulations
of Miller k Scalo (1979)), and so only 1 out of every 100 random groups of 10 stars
is expected to contain two stars of mass M > 5 M©. The local regions producing
more than one Ae/Be star seem worthy, therefore, of detailed investigation in
order to determine whether they are biased in some manner towards producing
intermediate- and high-mass stars. We return to these thoughts in later discussion.
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We have found an apparent trend of stellar density with the mass of the
central Ae/Be star, which may find explanation in the local clustering and
environmental conditions necessary to produce high-mass stars. We further
address these issues in our discussion (Chapter 10).
Finally, our imaging data provides the basis for identifying stars located within
several arcsec of the Ae/Be stars. This information can be used to address issues
related to binaries and to the spectral energy distributions of the Ae/Be stars
themselves. First, translated into physical units, the (projected) separation range
to which we are sensitive to binary companions is several hundred to several
thousand AU (depending on source distance), although of course no dynamical
evidence exists that these stars are actual binaries. Second, the brightness of
nearby infrared companions is important for understanding the potential
contribution of red, low-mass stars to the inferred infrared excesses for the Ae/Be
stars. We present our assessment of the data relevant to the binary and the
spectral energy distribution issues in Appendix B.
5.5 Plan for Remainder of Presentation
Having established that small clusters are typically found in nearby association
with Ae/Be stars, our discussion henceforth will focus on the properties of the
individual stars comprising the clusters. In particular, we will examine four groups
- those assicated with BD -^40° 4124, Lk Ha 215, MWC 1080, and Lk Ha 234.
Our goals are to establish the ages and masses of individual cluster members, and
the age spreads and mass spectra of the stellar groups. We first verify our previous
assertion that most of the members of the inner Ae/Be aggregates have the optical
spectrocopic and infrared photometric signatures of accreting low-mass pre-main
sequence stars (Chapter 6). We then discuss infrared color-magnitude diagrams
(Chapter 7), which enable us to make a first-order characterization of the stellar
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populations comprising tl,e Ae/Be clusters. We then place the opt.caliy visible
members of the aggregates in a theoretical HR diagram (Chapter 8) from which we
can determine their relative ages and masses. Finally we present our statistical
technique for investigating the distribution of stellar masses in clusters with small
numbers of members (Chapter 9).
Chapter 6
Stars with Circumstellar Disks and Envelopes
As a first step towards addressing the nature of the companions associated
with Ae/Be stars, we can look for evidence of circumstellar material (accreting
circumstellar disks and/or infalling envelopes) in the form of optical spectroscopic
emission features and near-infrared continuum excesses. The survival time for
remnant protostellar circumstellar material appears to be short (although a
function of stellar mass: ^ 10 Myr for sub-solar mass stars but ^ 3 Myr for
intermediate-mass stars). Thus, in the absence of fully assembled HR diagrams
from which stellar ages can be estimated, identifying stars with significant
amounts of circumstellar material serves as a surrogate indicator of stellar youth.
The assertion of youthfulness via the observation of indicators of circumstellar
material, ensures the physical association of a particular companion star with the
molecular core containing the Ae/Be star, thereby eliminating concern about
foreground / background contamination.
To investigate the frequency with which disk / envelope signatures are found
amongst the Ae/Be cluster members, we consider the diagnostics for cirumstellar
material in optically visible stellar populations first, and then optically invisible
stellar populations.
6.1 Optically Visible Populations
For those optically visible stars with spectra, we can look for Ho;
,
the
Ca II triplet, or the forbidden [0 I ] or [S II ] lines in emission. These fines have
been interpreted as indicative of processes associated with ongoing accretion in
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nearby, well-studied pre-main sequence stars. In Chapter 4, we noted that many of
the Ae/Be cluster members show intrinsic (. e. non-nebular) Ha emission (100%
of the optically visible cluster members in the case of the BD
-f40° 4124 region
and 90% in the case of the Lk Hq 21 ^ rpmnn f i + ri.K na Zi5 egio - the only two of our sample regions
with completed optical spectroscopic surveys to date) and several Ca II triplet
emitters were identified as well.
For those optically visible stars without spectra (the majority at the present
time), we have only photometric diagnostics of circumstellar material.
Photometrically, we can use the {Rc - Ic) - {H - K) plane to distinguish stars
with disks/envelopes from normally reddened stars. The (H-K) index is
particularly sensitive to heated dust, while the (R^-Ic) index is generally reddened
photospheric
- even for early-type star/disk/envelope systems in which the
destruction of dust at high temperatures close to the star appears to remove nearly
all of the continuum excess at these wavelengths. We show in Figure 6.1
[Rc - Ic) -{H - K) diagrams for all optically visible sources in four of our
sample regions, including the color-color relationships followed by unreddened
dwarf and giant stars and the reddening vectors appropriate to normal interstellar
extinction projected from the extrema of these relationships. From these
representative clusters we conclude that amongst optically visible sources in the
stellar aggregates defined by Ae/Be stars, the fraction of objects surrounded by
disks / envelopes is high (> 80%).
6.2 Optically Invisible Populations
For the optically invisible populations we must rely upon the
{J — H) — [H - K) plane to identify star/disk/envelope systems. We show
{J — H) — [H - K) digrams for four of our sample regions in Figure 6.2. In
addition to the color-color relationships followed by unreddened dwarf and giant
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Figure 6.1. {Rc - Ic) - [H - K) diagrams for the BD +4(f 4124, Lk Ha 215,
MWC 1080, and NGC 7129 regions. These Figures include all optically visible
sources in the inner 0.167 pc of each region, except NGC 7129 for which the
radius is 0.55 pc. Photometric errors are indicated. The color-color relationships
followed by unreddened dwarf and giant stars are shown as are the reddening vectors
appropriate to normal interstellar extinction with /ly = 5 mag intervals marked.
We use this diagram to identify stars with infrared spectrophotometric signatures
for dusty circumstellar disk/envelope material, and infer that amongst optically
revealed stars the disk fractions are high (> 80%).
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Figure 6.2. {J - H) - [H - K) diagrams for the BD +4(P 4124, Lk Ha 215,
MWC 1080, and NGC 7129 regions. These Figures include all sources with JHK
photometry in the inner 0.167 pc of each region, except NGC 7129 for which the
radius is 0.55 pc. Photometric errors are indicated. The color-color relationships
followed by unreddened dwarf and giant stars are shown as are the reddening vectors
appropriate to normal interstellar extinction with Ay = 5 mag intervals marked.
Also shown (dash-dot line) is the locus of colors occupied by dereddened classical
T Tauri stars and the reddening vector projected from its extreme. We use this
diagram to identify stars with dusty circumstellar disk/envelope material, and infer
based on this plane that the disk fractions are high (> 50%) although not as high
as those inferred for the same data from the {Rc — Ic) - [H - K) plane (> 80%).
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stars and the reddening vectors appropriate to normal interstellar extinction
projected from the extrema of these relationships, we also show in Figure 6.2 the
locus of colors occupied by dereddened classical T Tauri stars (Meyer etal. 1995)
and the reddening vector projected from the extreme of this relationship. We draw
attention to four domains of the {J ~ H) ~ {H - K) diagram: (1) Sources lying
within the standard reddening vectors as projected from the main sequence and
giant branches have small or absent near-infrared excesses, although a comparison
of our two color-color diagrams for the optically visible stars shows that even
sources which lie within the reddening vectors in the (J -//)-(// _ A') plane can
have significant near-infrared excesses evident m the {Rc - Ic) - {H - K) plane.
(2) Sources displaying moderate excesses with colors redder than {J ~ H) ^ 1 mag
are assumed to be similar in nature to the classical T Tauri stars
,
objects which
can be modelled successfully as young low-mass stars with circumstellar
(accretion) disks and whose dereddened colors occupy a well-defined locus (see
Figure) in this color-color plane. (3) Sources displaying moderate excesses with
colors bluer than {J - H) ^ I mag are assumed to be similar in nature to the
Ae/Be stars, a subset of which can be modelled successfully as young
intermediate- and high-mass stars with circumstellar (accretion) disks and whose
near-infrared colors are produced, in part, by destruction of dust close to the star.
(4) Sources displaying extreme near-infrared excesses, located well to the right of
even "the classical T-Tauri locus," are typically those with flat or rising spectral
energy distributions out into the mid- and far-infrared (although Ae/Be stars with
large dust destruction radii but falling spectral energy distributions also can be
found here); the circumstellar environments of these sources are presumed to
include extended envelopes of varying geometries. In summary, from the
[J — H) — [H — K) diagrams of these representative clusters we conclude that the
fraction of stars surrounded by disks/envelopes is typically > 50%.
s are
ar
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6.3 Success Rate of Various Diagnostics of Circumstellar Material
As noted above, many of the optically revealed sources which lie within the
reddening vectors in the {J ~ H) - [H - K) plane are seen to have infrared
excesses in the {Rc - h) ~ {H - K) plane. This is due to the nearly
perpendicular behavior in the {Rc - Ic) - {H - K) plane of 1) reddening and 2)
heated dust radiation, while in the {J - H) - [H - K) plane, these two effect
not as clearly distinguishable. This is particularly true in cases where circumstell
dust is heated to temperatures comparable to those of the central stars (e.^. in
late-type systems). Thus, for embedded stellar populations we can use the
{J -H)-{H - K) diagram to diagnose rapidly accreting low-mass star / disk /
envelope systems and all high-mass star/disk/envelope systems (both active and
passive); however, diagnosis of slowly accreting and passive low-mass star / disk /
envelope systems is more accurately done from the {Rc - Ic) - {H - K) diagram.
In order to assess the true fraction of Ae/Be cluster members with evidence for
circumstellar material, we estimate the success rates of the various diagnostics
available from our data set (an unbiased imaging survey combined with a biased
spectroscopic survey) by determining the frequency with which these diagnostics
are found to characterize well-studied optically visible young stellar objects in the
nearby Taurus molecular cloud. The sample of stars discussed photometrically by
Strom etal. (1989) and spectroscopically by Edwards etal. (1993) is used for this
purpose (see also Hartigan etal.
,
1995).
Definitive identification of accreting systems is accomplished via the
observation of optical spectral veiling (indicative of accretion directly onto the
star) and / or forbidden line-emission (indicative of accretion-driven stellar or disk
winds). In Taurus, 100% of the stars with measured veiling and with forbidden
line-emission have (H-K) continuum excesses (Edwards etal.
;
1993), which reflect
the presence of heated circumstellar dust. Ideally, measuring an (H-K) excess
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entails removing the contributions of the stellar flux and of interstellar extinction
from an observed color, leaving the intrinsic color excess which is attributed to dust
continuum-emission. However, in this and in most studies of partially embedded
young clusters, only color-color diagrams of reddened stars of unknown spectral
type are available. Thus we cannot measure dust continuum excesses properly and
must depend on the robustness of these color-color diagrams as diagnostics.
How well do the {Rc - Ic) ~ [H - K) and the [J - H) - [H - K) diagrams
do in identifying stars with circumstellar material? Of the set of objects in Taurus
with spectroscopic accretion signatures, all described above to have intrinsic (H-K)
color excesses, only approximately 60% are unambiguously identified as having
infrared excess emission from the {J - H) - {H - K) diagram, while 80% are
unambiguously identified as having infrared excess emission from the
{Rc - Ic) -{H - K) diagram. Although not relevant to the current analysis,
moving to longer wavelengths, for example to the [H - K) - [K - L) diagram,
increases the fraction of infrared-identifiable objects with spectroscopic accretion
signatures to 100%. In summary, while color- color diagrams allow us to pick out
most of the objects with circumstellar material, the assumed disk / envelope
frequencies serve only as lower limits to the actual disk / envelope fractions, which
may be up to 40% higher than those derived from simple analysis of these
commonly used diagrams.
6.4 Conclusions on the Presence of Circumstellar Material
In this Chapter, we have provided evidence that the fraction of objects with
circumstellar activity signatures in the dense stellar groups identified with Ae/Be
stars, is high (> 50 - 80%). However, we have also discussed our belief that these
numbers are necessarily only lower limits to the true disk / envelope fractions, due
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to the inaccuracy of our diagnostics. Fully assembled, dereddened optical and
infrared spectral energy distributions would be required for any further analysis.
Although we have presented data for only four of the regions in our sample,
our suspicion is that the featured regions are representative. That the assumed'
fraction of objects with circumstellar material is high confirms that the stars found
projected within several tenths of a pc of young high-mass Ae/Be stars are,
typically, also young and therefore likely physically associated stars. We turn
towards investigation of these young stellar populations.
now
Chapter 7
A First Look at Stellar Populations: C-M
Diagrams
In our investigation into the nature of the members of the Ae/Be clusters, we
have asserted that the partially embedded companion populations are comprised
(typically) of young, low mass stars. Thusfar, our only evidence for this claim is
the location of stars in various infrared color-color planes, from which we were able
to deduce the presence of circumstellar material (Chapter 6). In this Chapter, we
take the next step towards deciphering the nature of these sources by studying
infrared color-magnitude diagrams, from which we can begin to probe the
properties of the stars themselves. Our goal is to determine the distributions of
stellar masses and ages in the aggregates associated with Ae/Be stars.
7.1 Presentation of Color-Magnitude Data
We present near-infrared color-magnitude diagrams in Figure 7.1 for all stars
with good photometry in four of our sample regions. Superposed are lines
indicating pre-main sequence isochrones; we refer to Figure 3.2 for symbols
indicating the corresponding mass evolutionary tracks.
Of note in these color-magnitude diagrams is the gap in J-magnitude between
the bright early-type star in each region, and the remainder of the stellar
population. Although reddening is obviously significant and some contribution at
these wavelengths from circumstellar dust emission is likely, the distribution of
stellar brightnesses provides at least a first order clue to the distribution of stellar
masses. In most cases, the fainter companions appear indeed to be stars of lower
mass.
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Figure 7.1. J-{J-H) diagrams for the BD +4(r 4124, Lk Ha 215, MWC 1080,
and NGC 7129 regions. These Figures include all sources detected in the inner
0.167 pc of each region, except NGC 7129 for which the radius is 0.55 pc. Optically
visible sources are indicated with larger symbols. Photometric errors are shown.
Superposed are the zero-age main sequence and the lines of constant (log) age derived
by transforming the theoretical pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks of D'Antona
& Mazitelli (1994) over the mass range 0.1—2.5 M© into this color-magnitude plane.
We can use this diagram in combination with the [J — H) — [H — K) diagram to
deredden embedded sources and estimate stellar masses; see text.
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Furthermore, in most Ae/Be regions the fainter companion stars lie above a
lower envelope defined by the reddening vector as projected from the 0.1 point
on the 3 Myr isochrone. From a comparison of the distributions of sources in these
diagrams to the photometric completeness levels in the J - {J - H) plane shown
in Figure 3.2, we see that our survey completeness limits are deeper than this for
low values of extinction. Thus, we also have a first order estimate for the upper
limit on stellar ages.
7.2 Methods for Estimating Interstellar Extinction
In order to more accurately determine stellar mass and age distributions, we
need to correct the observed photometry for the effects of interstellar extinction
and, in doing so, account for the presence of infrared continuum excesses when
significant.
Our methods for dereddening young stars necessarily differ between optically
visible and optically invisible populations. We have indicated optically visible stars
[RcJc ^ 18.5 mag) in Figure 7.1 with slightly larger symbols. These objects are
accessible to ground-based optical spectroscopy, as described in Chapter 4, and
thus we can deredden these stars by comparing their observed colors to those of
standard stars of the same spectral types (see Chapter /refchap:hrd). What about
optically invisible stars? Sources for which we have only near-infrared photometry
(smaller symbols in Figure 7.1) are more inaccurately dereddened as, in order to
do so, we must 1) use purely infrared photometric methods; 2) make some
assumptions regarding the relative contributions of photospheric and circumstellar
emission to our infrared photometry; and 3) estimate a cluster age and therefore
an isochrone in the J — {J — H) plane to which sources dominated by photospheric
emission are dereddened.
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To apply this method to individual sources, we distinguish between those with
and without evidence for hot circumstellar dust in the (J -//)-(// _ A') diagram
(Figure 6.2). We assume that the sources uncovered in our infrared surveys have
stellar and circumstellar characteristics similar to those of nearby, well-studied
young (accreting) star/disk/envelope systems and proceed as follows: (1) Sources
lying within the reddening vectors in the [J - H) - [H ~ K) plane have colors
consistent with normal interstellar extinction and are dereddened in the
J-{J-H) plane to intersect the isochrone corresponding to the assumed cluster
age. (2) Sources displaying near-infrared excesses in the {J - H) - {H - K) plane
and having colors redder than {J - H) ^ I mag but located within 0.6 mag in
{H - K) of the reddening vector are assumed to be similar in nature to classical T
Tauri stars and are dereddened in the {J - H) - [H - K) color-color diagram to
intersect the locus defining the domain occupied by classical T Tauri stars (see
Figure 6.2). (3) Sources displaying near-infrared excesses in the
[J - H) - {H - K) plane and having colors bluer than {J - H) ^ 1 mag are
assumed to be similar in nature to Ae/Be stars and are not dereddened. (4)
Sources displaying extreme near-infrared excesses, located well to the right of even
"the classical T-Tauri locus," are not dereddened. In cases (1) and (2) we have
extinction estimates for the stars; in cases (3) and (4) we are unable to derive
extinction estimates from infrared photometry alone, since we do not know the
extinction-free colors.
7.3 Turning Dereddened Photometry into Stellar Masses
With the aid of set of pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks, stellar masses
can be derived from dereddened photometry, where we have been able to obtain it.
For optically visible populations, we use optical photometry and spectroscopy
to locate stars in the traditional HR diagram and determine their masses and ages.
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For optically invisible populations, we use absolute J magnitudes to estimate
masses based on assumed ages (those derived from the optically visible surface
stellar populations; see Chapter 8). Absolute J magnitudes are computed using
the cluster distance, the observed J magnitudes, and the extinction values derived
according to the above method. What about the two cases given above where no
extinction value can be determined? In case (3), we assign masses M > 1 Mq to
the stars, since the vector described by the color excesses in the
(J ~ H)-{H - K) plane seems nonphysical for lower-mass stars. In case (4), we
assign no mass estimate, although we might expect most of these objects also to
have masses M > I M©.
The errors associated with deriving stellar masses using this infrared
photometric dereddening procedure are discussed by Meyer (1995). Summarizing
their results, comparisons between masses derived from this procedure and from
traditional HR diagrams constructed with optical photometry and spectroscopy in
the Lupus and Taurus dark clouds, suggest that the dereddening technique just
described is accurate to within 50% in mass, if the assumed age is correct. As we
will find in Chapter 8, this uncertainty is no worse than the uncertainty in the
predictions of pre-main sequence evolutionary theory itself, on which the
dereddening technique is based. For completeness, we note that if the assumed age
is incorrect, we introduce the bias (due to the relative positions of the isochrones
in the J — [J — H) plane) that a younger assumed age yields systematically lower
absolute J magnitudes translating into systematically lower mass stars, than if an
older age is assumed. We take advantage of this bias in our discussion of cluster
mass spectra in Chapter 9.
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7.4 Preliminary Conclusions on Stellar Populations
Based only upon the observed infrared color-magnitude diagrams (Figure 7.1),
we conclude that the aggregates accompanying Ae/Be stars appear to be
comprised of stars which are young (< 3 Myr) in age and which extend down to
the hydrogen burning hmit (0.08 M^) in mass. Specific constraints on stellar ages
will be discussed in Chapter 8, from traditional HR diagram analysis of the
optically visible members of the Ae/Be aggregates. Specific constraints on stellar
mass distributions will be discussed in Chapter 9, during our analysis of initial
mass function issues.
Chapter 8
Construction and Analysis of HR Diagrams
In this Chapter we combine our optical photometric and spectroscopic datascts
to assemble HR diagrams for several Ae/Be regions. We begin with a general
description of our procedure for constructing HR digrams and then present our
results for several regions. Our goal is to translate relative luminosities and
temperatures into relative ages and masses, via comparison with pre-main
sequence evolutionary tracks. As we will show, however, the absolute stellar age
and mass calibrations are quite uncertain due to differences in the predictions of
various sets of theoretical models. We include in our discussion, a comparison
between two different pre-main sequence evolutionary prescriptions, using newly
computed luminosities and temperatures for members of the Orion Nebula Cluster
over the mass range 0.1 - 40 M©. From this comparion, we assess the accuracy to
which we can determine cluster age and mass distributions. Having quantified the
uncertainties in individual stellar masses, we then present in Chapter 9 a
statistical method for investigating the consistency of observed stellar mass spectra
with those predicted by universal mass functions.
8.1 Placement of Young Stars in the log T,jj - log (/./ Lq) Plane
To place the stars in an HR diagram, effective temperatures are assigned from
our spectral types using the temperature scale determined by Cohen k Kuhi
(1979). The uncertainties in log T^jj are < 0.03 for F-M stars, but slightly larger
for early-type stars where the temperature scale is a steep function of spectral
type. In order to compute luminosities, we employ the method of applying
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bolometric corrections to reddening-corrected Ic-band magnitudes. The
determination of stellar luminosities from data in the red optical region offers the
following advantages: 1) the extinction correction at I-band is approximately 60%
of its value at V-band; 2) the bolometric correction at I-band is small for late-type
stars (expected to dominate our cluster samples), which are seen close to their
peak flux; and 3) the contribution from circumstellar emission processes at I-band
appears to be minimized in comparison to other wavelength regimes. We belabor
this last point in the following discussion.
The most critical step in the luminosity calculation is correction for line - of -
sight extinction. We proceed in this exercise with caution, as we have shown that
many of the stars found nearby Ae/Be stars show the observational signatures of
being surrounded by remnant circumstellar disks / envelopes. The excess
continuum emission at infrared and optical wavelengths in well-studied young star
/ disk / envelope systems is understood as follows. Infrared excesses over
photospheric flux values are produced both by dust reprocessing of optical and
ultraviolet stellar photons, and by viscous accretion (in approximately 50% of the
cases) of material moving inward through a disk. Optical excesses are produced by
energy released in a boundary layer as the accreting material lands on the central
star. Correcting for interstellar extinction towards a young star possibly
surrounded by a disk thus involves determining the reddening at wavelengths
where nonphotospheric flux contributions are minimized. Amongst the set of
well-studied young stars with accretion disks, objects of all masses less than about
5 M© seem to have disk and boundary layer contributions minimized around
o
9000 A
;
these sources are best dereddened by computing (Rc-Ic) color excesses.
We determine the extinction towards the stars for which we have spectral
types using
Ai^ = 0.61 xAv = 2.90 x [{Re - Ic) - [Re - Ic)ol
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where the constant is calculated by interpolating the extinction law of R.eke &
Lebovsky (1982) onto the Cousms photometric system. Intrinsic stellar colors are
taken from Johnson (1966) and translated into the Cousins system using the
relations of Bessell (1979). If the effects of accretion are strong enough to affect
even the R,I bandpasses, our de-reddening scheme will be inaccurate and cause
underestimated extinction values leading to underestimated luminosities. We also
acknowledge that the presence of anomalous and/or variable extinction could
jeopardize our ability to properly de-redden stars. Finally, we compute
luminosities using the distances given in Table 1.1 and the bolometric corrections
of Hartigan, Strom, k Strom (1994), Code etal. (1976), and Mihalas k Binney
(1981) which are transformed to the Cousins Ic-band, as appropriate.
Uncertainties in log (X./Iq) are typically < 0.15, when spectral classification
errors are translated into errors in calculated extinctions and assumed bolometric
corrections; we note that an error of 0.5 mag in Av translates into an error of 0.12
m log {L^/Lq)
.
Other effects which may alter the intrinsic position of a star in
the HR diagram include those of rapid stellar rotation, unresolved multiples, and
mass loss - each of which causes a star to seem brighter and somewhat redder than
it actually is. Although quantitative error assessments are difficult, the importance
to assigned masses and ages of these effects increases with mass and with
proximity to the main sequence. Typical color-magnitude variability trends of
young stars (see, e.g. Herbst etal. 1994) suggest additional uncertainties in the
luminosity determination from a single photometric measurement at an unknown
brightness state, of ±0.12 in log {L^/Lq) . A final, systematic, source of error is
that due to the uncertain distances to the Ae/Be stars, and thus to the clusters
under consideration here.
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8.2 Results for Selected Regions
We show in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 our HR diagrams over the inner 0.167 pc for
the BD +40° 4124 and the Lk Ha 215 regions. We show in Figure 8.3 our HR
diagram over the inner 0.55 pc of NGC 7129. The information contained in these
HR diagrams is discussed below for individual regions. We have chosen these
regions for presentation as they are the ones in our sample for which our
spectroscopic survey is most complete (see Table 5.1).
The pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks and age isochrones of D'Antona
and Mazzitelli (1994, model 1) are shown over the mass range from 0.1 M© to
2.5 M©. The 4 M© and 5 M© mass tracks are those of Swenson etal. (1994,
model F) and the 10 M© and 20 M© mass tracks are those of Ezer & Cameron
(1967). Although recent revisions to the pre-main sequence tracks have been
necessary, these changes have been primarily due to improvements in the
convection prescription and in the molecular opacities; understanding of radiative
track physics has not changed since the calculations from these older papers were
done (although see discussion below on issues related to the stellar "birthline").
Thus the use of a heterogeneous set of tracks for masses over which pre-main
sequence evolution is largely radiative, as we have done here, should not be
problematic. We note, however, that one of the artifacts of combining different
sets of tracks is the small jump in the isochrones near the convective/radiative
transition. The observational zero-age main sequence interpolated from Morton &
Adams (1968) and Balona k Feast (1975) is also shown in these Figures and
corresponds quite well to the theoretically computed end of the pre-main sequence
phase down to 0.7 M©. Below 0.7 M© there is some disagreement between
observational and various theoretical zero-age main sequences, suggesting that
further refinements in pre-main sequence evolutionary codes may still be required
(see section 8.3 for further discussion). We now discuss the results for each of the
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Figure 8.1. HR diagram for the BD +4OP 4124 region. Superposed are the zero-age
main sequence and the pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks of 1) D'Antona &
Mazitelli (1994, model 1) ; over the mass range from 0.1 Mq to 2.5 M©; 2) Swenson
etal. (1994, model F) from 4 M© to 5 M©; and 3) Ezer & Cameron (1967) from
10 Mq to 20 M©. Error bars are calculated assuming a random error of ±1 spectral
subclass in addition to any uncertainty in the assigned type. The mean age of the
optically visible stellar aggregate surrounding BD +40° 4124 is less then 1 Myr with
an age spread from 0.1-3 Myr. The ratio of the number of stars with mass greater
than 1 M© to the number of stars with mass less than 1 M© seems unusually
over-represented in higher mass stars. Ha emission is seen from 100% of the stars
represented on this Figure.
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Figure 8.2. HR diagram for the Lk Ha 215 region. Superposed lines are the same
as in Figure 8.1. The mean age of the optically visible stellar aggregate surrounding
Lk Ha 215 is less then 0.1 Myr with an age spread from < 0.1-2 Myr. Other
than the Ae/Be star, no other intermediate-mass stars populate this aggregate.
Ha emission is seen from 90% of the stars represented on this Figure.
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Figure 8.3. HR diagram for the NGC 7129 region. Superposed lines are the same
as in Figure 8.1. The mean age of the optically visible stellar aggregate is about 1
Myr with an age spread of perhaps 3 Myr for low-mass stars; for slightly higher-mass
stars the mean age is apparently much older (see text). Stars with Ha in emission
are indicated with filled symbols.
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three regions separately, basing our analysis on a literal intorpretaUon of U.e
pre-main sequence tracks as presented.
8.2.1 The BD +40° 4124 Group
From l^^igure 8.1 we see that the optically visible members of the Hi) +40°
4124 aggregate span a range of masses, from about 13 M^, to 0.2 Mq. There are 5
member stars with masses M > \M,, (2 of which are high-luminosity
continuum-plus-emission stars and are not shown on this diagram) but only 4
member stars with masses M<\M^. Thus there appears to be an unusually large
fraction (> 50%) of intermediate- and high-mass stars in this isolated star-forming
core. We explore the robustness and significance of this finding in Chapter 9.
The mean Kelvin-Helmholtz age of the optically visible stellar aggregate is
about 1 Myr, with a range from about 0.1-3 Myr. While there is a modest age
spread, it is clear from our completeness limits in the Ic-(Rc-Ic) diagram that
there are no stars older than 3 Myr. l^inally, we find no evidence for an ordered
sequence of star formation as a function of stellar mass [e.g. from low to high or
from high to low); high- and low-mass stars are forming relatively simultaneously.
8.2.2 The Lk Ha 215 Group
From Figure 8.2 we see that, like in the BD +40° 4124 region, the optically
visible members of the Lk Ha 215 aggregate span a range of masses, from about
6 My to 0.2 My. However, unlike in th(> Bl) +40° 4124 region, our spectroscopic
survey wvnr Lk Ha 215 identified no additional group members with masses
M > IMq. The ratio of high- to low-mass stars seems consistent with that in the
solar neighborhood.
The mean Kelvin-Helmholtz age of the optically visible stellar aggregate is
about 0.1 Myr, with a range from about < 0.1 — 2 Myr. We note that there are
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two low-luminosity stars which seem significantly older than the remainder of the
cluster stars, but we reject the accuracy of these ages on the grounds that both of
these stars have Ha in emission and one of the two ha. a significant near-infrared
excess; we think it likely that the presence of veiling emission causes severe
underestimation of the extinction towards these sources and thus underestimated
luminosities.
8.2.3 The Lk Ha 234 Group (NGC 7129)
From Figure 8.3 we see that at least 5 stars in the central part of NGC 7129
have masses M > 3 M® and that the range of stellar masses extends to near the
hydrogen-burning limit.
As in the BD +40° 4124 and Lk Hq 215 regions, the HR diagram for
NGC 7129 shows a spread in age for the late-type stars of about 3 Myr. The
mean age for the low-mass population is about 1 Myr. Slightly higher-mass stars
seem characteristically older (3-10 Myr) than the lowest-mass stars. Early-type
stars have ages consistent with those of the late-type stars. We do not yet
understand the origin of this trend in apparent stellar age with stellar mass, but
explore it further in the next section.
8.2.4 Other Ae/Be Groups and Next Steps
In addition to those groups mentioned above, there are 10 other Ae/Be
clusters in which at least some classification spectra have been obtained. We give a
summary of the approximate spectral types of members of these clusters in
Table 5.1, but do not present HR diagrams for these regions. Spectroscopic data
continue to be collected, and upon the completion of this process we will be able
to discuss the characteristic age and mass distributions in these other aggregates
as we have done for the BD +40° 4124, Lk Ha 215, and NGC 7129 groups.
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However, having derived photospheric temperatures and luminosities to the
best of our observational ability in at least a few regions, we would now like to
reliably combine pre-main sequence evolutionary theory with our data in order to
investigate the detailed distributions of stellar masses and ages in the Ae/Be
clusters. We have already stated basic results on masses and ages for the three
Ae/Be groups which have been fully analyzed to date, based on a strict
interpretation of the evolutionary tracks. However, concern regarding literal
interpretation of the tracks / isochrones arises from several sources, discussed in
the next section.
8.3 Understanding Pre-Main Sequence Evolution
Among the uncertainties in our current picture of pre-main sequence evolution
are: 1) the as-of-yet unquantified effects of ongoing accretion during the optically
visible stage of stellar contraction; 2) uncertainties in the physics under which
pre-main sequence stellar evolution proceeds (particularly in the case of low-mass
stars); and 3) uncertainties in the initial luminosities and radii with which
pre-main sequence stellar evolution begins (particularly in the case of high-mass
stars). We address these concerns in turn in the following three sub-sections.
8.3.1 The Unaccounted-for Effects of Ongoing Accretion
First, based on evidence assembled over the past several decades with a wide
variety of astronomical techniques, (at least 50% of) low-mass pre-main sequence
stars younger than 10 Myr are suspected to be still undergoing accretion processes.
The combination of accretion rates derived from optical veiling studies, accretion
mass resevoirs derived from infrared and submillimeter studies, and accretion
duration timescales derived from statistical studies of dust continuum excesses in
young clusters, implies that during the optically visible pre-main sequence phase.
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at least 10% of the final stellar mass is added. However, the detailed effects on
stellar evolution in the HR diagram of ongoing mass accretion remain unstudied.
In part, this is due to uncertainty regarding how material actually reaches the
stellar surface {e.g. through spherical accretion, disk accretion, or magnetospheric
accretion) and by what process newly added material comes into equilibrium with
the rest of the star. We note that the liberation of accretion energy (e. g. in a
boundary layer or in heating of the disk) is not of concern here as we are interested
only in the internal stellar luminosity for purposes of the HR diagram. What is the
effect of ongoing accretion for pre-main sequence evolution? The bulk effect must
be that accreting stars move across conventional mass tracks and, more
importantly, have their chronometers reset as they do so. Specifically, for a fully
convective (n = 1.5 polytrope) star which is radiating due to gravitational
contraction only,
^
dE d 3 GW 3 GM . R
If M = 0 then we can solve for L, which goes as r^J/^ (where tkh is the
Kelvin-Helmholtz or canonical contraction age). If M > M/2tkh then the
luminosity evolution is more rapid. Calculations of equatorial disk accretion by
Stringfellow (1989) show that for a star of initial mass 0.2 M© accreting at a rate
of 10-^ M® yr-i, the increase in internal stellar luminosity is more than an order
of magnitude and the corresponding increase in radius is about a factor of two,
over the values predicted for a non-accreting star. The luminosity and radius
effects are certainly more severe for higher-mass stars and for higher disk accretion
rates. These realizations place into question the accuracy to which stellar masses
and ages can be interpolated from pre-main sequence tracks and isochrones which
do not include these effects. What is needed are computations of pre-main
sequence "accretion tracks".
can
a
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8.3.2 Comparison of Two Pre-Main Sequence Evolutionary Codes
A second concern regarding the literal interpretation of HR diagrams, is that
significantly different ages (several Myr or more) and masses (factors of two)
be read from different sets of pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks for stars of
given log (L./Lq) and log T^jj
. We illustrate this in Figure 8.4 with an HR
diagram of the inner part (r < 2 pc) of the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC; see
Appendix C for a discussion of the data). Superposed are the electronically
circulated forms of the pre-main sequence evolutionary predictions of 1) D'Antona
k Mazitelli (1994) and 2) Swenson, etal (1994) . It is clear that these two sets of
evolutionary tracks yield quite different stellar ages and masses for the same set of
luminosities and temperatures. Are there systematic differences? In Figure 8.5 we
show plots of the stellar ages and masses derived by interpolating between the
isochrones and tracks of the previous Figure. Indeed, there are systematic
differences as the Swenson, etal. (1994) calculations characteristically produce
older ages and higher masses (for M <> 1 Mq) in comparison to the D'Antona k
Mazitelli (1994) calculations. The offset in age reflects a difference in the "zero
point" of the calculations, that is, where in the HR diagram an object becomes
self-luminous following the end of the initial accretion stage. The offset in mass is
due to differences in the assumed convection and opacities, the effects of which are
largest at cool temperatures (note that the two sets of calculations seem to agree
for stars on radiative tracks).
8.3.3 A Stellar "Birthline" in the HR Diagram?
A third concern regarding current pre-main sequence evolutionary theory is an
apparent trend in Figure 8.4 of stellar age with mass. In Figure 8.6 we plot
explicitly the age against the mass for individual stars, for both the D'Antona &
Mazitelli (1994) and the Swenson, etal. (1994) calculations. We find that, although
Ill
COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO SETS OF EVOLUTIONARY
Figure 8.4. HR diagram for the inner 2 pc of the Orion Nebula Cluster,
2.5 > M/Mq. See Figure 8.7 for a definition of the symbols; filled symbols represent
stars in the inner 0.167 pc. Superposed are the pre-main sequence evolutionary
tracks over the mass range from 0.1 M© to 2.5 M© of (bottom panel) D'Antona
& Mazitelli (1994, model 1) and (top panel) Swenson etal. (1994, model F). These
two currently circulating pre-main sequence evolutionary prescriptions yield quite
different results on stellar masses and ages when compared with the same set of
data, particularly at temperatures log Tejj < 3.6.
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Figure 8.5. Direct comparison of stellar ages (upper panel) and masses (lower panel)
derived from D'Antona & Mazitelli (1994) o.'f^d Swenson, etal. (1994) evolutionary
codes. See Figure 8.7 for a definition of the symbols. On the lower panel, the solid
line indicates a 1:1 relationship while the dotted line is a fit to the data and has
slope ^ 0.8. Above 1 M© the agreement between derived masses and ages for stars
of the same luminosity and effective temperature is quite good. Below 1 M© there
is significant disparity between these two sets of tracks.
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Figiire 8.6. Apparent correlation of stellar age with stellar mass, as derived from
existing evolutionary tracks. See Figure 8.7 for a definition of the symbols. Interpo-
lation of stellar ages and stellar masses from the HR diagrams (Figure 8.4) reveals
a nonintuitive trend of increasing age with mass. We suspect this is due to a lack
of rigorous understanding of the "zero point" of the tracks, e. g. where in the HR
diagram an object becomes self-luminous following the end of the initial accretion
stage; see text.
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the scatter is large, there is sorr.e tendancy from the available isochrones for higher
mass stars to appear older than lower-mass stars in the same young cluster.
We pursue investigation of this apparent trend of age with mass by plotting
(Figure 8.7) the HR diagram for the ONC over its full range of masses, from
« 40 Me down to the hydrogen burning limit (see Appendix C for a discussion of
the data). The ONC has been venerated in star formation studies as a "classic"
case of triggering; however, surprisingly little is actually known about the global
properties of its stellar population. Our goal in studying this densely populated
region of masssive star formation was to provide context for our investigations of
smaller, less well-populated molecular cores containing Ae/Be stars. So as to make
comparisons of the stellar age/mass distributions between the ONC and the
isolated Ae/Be clusters over the same spatial scale, stars with projected radii
r < 0.167 pc from O^C Ori (the most massive of the Trapezium stars) are
highlighted in Figure 8.7. Of the 237 stars on this Figure, 19 meet this criterion.
Summarizing the appearance of the HR diagram, 1) the low-mass stars populate a
region extending in luminosity from near the Hayashi limit to the 2 or 3 Myr
isochrone - independent of the cluster radial scale considered; 2) the
intermediate-mass stars appear to be characteristically older than the lowest-mass
stars - we call attention to the lack of stars with masses larger than 2 M© and
Kelvin-Helmholtz ages less than 1 Myr; 3) the high-mass stars are on or near the
zero-age main sequence, with inferred (although uncertain) ages comparable to
those derived for the lowest-mass stars.
Can such an HR diagram be consistent with the presumed triggering scenario
for the Orion Nebula Cluster? To answer this question we must examine how we
define the "age" of a star. Traditionally, we speak of the Kelvin-Helmholtz
contraction age,
_
GM^
_
3 X 10^ (M/ Mq)^
RL - yr (R/ Re)(L/ Lq)
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Figure 8.7. HR diagram for the Orion Nebula Cluster, 40 > M/Mq > 0.1.
Superposed are the zero-age main sequence and the pre-main sequence evolutionary
tracks of 1) D'Antona & Mazitelli (1994, model 1) over the mass range from
0.1 M® to 2.5 M©; 2) Swenson etal. (1994, model F) from 4 M© to 5 M©; and
3) Ezer k Cameron (1967) from 10 M® to 20 M®. Also shown is the "birthline"
computation of Palla k Stahler (1993). All stars are proper motion cluster members.
Spectroscopic data was obtained at the KPNO 4m telescope with the HYDRA bench
spectrograph while photometric data is from Prosser etal. (1994; circles), Herbst
etal. (1994, private communication; squares), our own CCD study (pentagons), and
Walker (1969; triangles); see Appendix C for a discussion of this data set. To enable
comparison to the Ae/Be clusters, stars in the inner 0.167 pc are highlighted. Note
the lack of stars more massive than 2 M® with Kelvin-Helmholtz ages less than 1
Myr.
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which is, simply, the timescale for radiation of gravitational energy during
quasi-static collapse. The zero-point of this timescale is set by the temperature
[e. g. opacity) at which hydrostatic equilibrium is reached for a given mass,
derivable from the condition dP/dr =
-gp and some assumptions about the fully
convective nature of the initially collapsing clump. It is assumed that the
Kelvin-Helmholtz time is much longer than the sound crossing time, and so
thermal conditions are uniform throughout the protostar during collapse. In this
approximation, essentially no energy is radiated before the onset of collapse and
thus the initial radius is infinite, or at least very large.
However, as first demonstrated by Larson (1969), the collapse of a protostar is
non-homologous. Instead of occuring as a quasi-static event, the protostellar
clump undergoes free-fall. A dense stellar core rapidly develops and material from
the outer regions of the collapse falls onto a growing central protostellar seed
which is itself no longer contracting. Since the free-fall time and the sound
crossing time are comparable in a cloud near hydrostatic equilibrium the accretion
shock propogates outward at the sound speed (Shu, 1977; Stabler, Shu, k Tamm,
1980; Tereby, Shu, k Cassen 1984). For all masses, the initial stellar radii are
much reduced from the homologous picture and, furthermore, the contraction
times are no longer Kelvin-Helmholtz. Due to the radiation of energy in an
accretion shock, the thermal timescales are now different in different regions of the
star. Thus effects of the initial accretion episode, whose associated timescale is
Tacc - MlMace , must be included. Addition of energy from an accretion shock
necessitates that sufficiently massive stars undergo a thermal readjustment which
quickly enables them to develop radiatively stable cores. Stars more massive than
!=a 2 M© avoid the convective pre-main sequence stage entirely and are essentially
"born" as radiative objects. For stars more massive than 8 M©, the
Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale is shorter than the spherical accretion timescale; thus
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nuclear reactions have begun in the center of the star before dynamical collapse in
the outer layers has stopped. All high mass stars are thus predicted to be "born"
on the zero-age main sequence, without having passed through a conventional
pre-main sequence phase.
Introduction of the term "stellar birthline" in the H-R diagram was made by
Stabler (1983) and most recently updated by Palla and Stabler (1993 and
references therein). The "birthline" is essentially a prediction of initial stellar radii
as a function of mass (e.
^. a mass-radius relationship) at the instant following the
"end" of the initial accretion episode. The R(M) prediction depends on 1) the
details, including geometry, of internal deuterium and hydrogren burning; 2) the
infall geometry, that is, spherical (Stabler 1983) or disk (Mercer-Smith, Cameron
k Epstein 1984) accretion; and 3) the steady-state mass accretion rate during the
quasi-static collapse. With a set of pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks, a
derived R(M) relationship can be translated into a locus of log (L^/Lq) and log
Teff on the HR diagram. In theory this line constitutes a prediction of maximum
luminosity as a function of effective temperature, or mass. However, location of
"the" birthline is not unique due to the dependence on the infall characteristics.
Thus one might imagine the existence of a "birthband" as a function of mass,
which accounts for different infall/accretion rates, instead of a "birthline".
What does all of this mean for stellar ages? It is important that the stellar
configuration at the end of the main accretion phase translates directly into that
with which the star begins its quasi-static contraction towards the main sequence
(Stabler, Shu, k Tamm 1980). For low-mass, fully convective stars, this means
that the difference between the "appropriate" contraction timescale and the
Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale is not much more than a free-fall time (Stabler 1983).
For higher mass stars the timescale differences are larger although, as already
noted, critically dependent on the assumed infall/accretion rate (c/. Figure 2 of
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Palla k Stabler, 1993). Based on the above discussion, one might imagine
adjusting the evolutionary isochrones to reflect the initial mass-radius relationship.
The age of a star then becomes (following Stabler, 1983)
— Tisochrone — ^isochrone, initial + Tacc,
Where the first term denotes the quasi-static contraction age, the second term
denotes the "initial" age at the end of the major accretion phase, and the last
term denotes the length of the dynamical contraction phase (M/M„,, ). However,
if in a cluster either the initial assembly times or the dust clearing times vary
systematically with mass, artificial apparent age spreads can result. Additional
uncertainty in stellar ages may be introduced by either steady-state or transient
elevated {e.g. FU Ori-like) accretion during the traditional pre-main sequence
contraction stage, as discussed above.
Returning to our results in the ONC, at least qualitatively, the combination of
possible pre-main sequence theoretical evolutionary scenarios described above
seems consistent with our HR diagram. We find a systematic trend of
Kelvin-Helmholtz ages with stellar mass, suggesting that the ages need to be
revised downward as a function of mass to account for thermodynamic effects
generated in the initial accretion episode. Furthermore, we find a distribution in
luminosity corresponding to a spread in age of at least 3 Myr at all masses below
3 M© (above this mass stars are close to the zero-age main sequence and we lose
age resolution). This suggests one of the following scenarios, either 1) star
formation really has been occuring for several million years near the Trapezium,
not a particularly appealing alternative given the popularity of the triggering
schematic for this region; 2) our ability to place stars in the theoretical log
(L^/Lq) - log Teff plane suffers from large, random luminosity errors
corresponding to apparently large age spreads; 3) the luminosity evolution of
young, accreting pre-main sequence stars is significantly diff"erent from that
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advocated by standard theory. Regarding this last point, if stars do indeed move
along accretion tracks until joining standard Hayashi or Henyey tracks upon final
assembly of the full stellar mass, then without knowing whether a star is finished
accreting we do not know which direction it is moving in an HR diagram!
8.3.4 Suggested Tests of Evolutionary Tracks
The evidence provided above on 1) the discrepancies between various modern
theoretical pre-main sequence evolutionary prescriptions; 2) the systematic trend
of Kelvin-Helmholtz age with stellar mass reflecting lack of certainty regarding
"zero age" for a pre-main sequence star; and 3) the lack of knowledge about the
luminosity evolution of still-accreting stars, suggests that rigorous observational
tests of the theoretical predictions are critical. This is particularly true as
observers are inclined to use the theory to translate relative luminosities and
temperatures into absolute stellar ages and stellar masses.
One of the first questions we might ask is whether the theoretical calculations
accurately reproduce the observed zero-age main sequence. This issue is being
addressed by L. Allen, who is attempting to quantify how well theoretical
isochrones trace the observed loci of stars in the Praesepe (r = 700 Myr), Pleiades
(r = 70 Myr), and a Per (r = 20 - 50 Myr) clusters. These regions are old enough
so that intrinsic age spreads should be undetectable, and thus cluster sequences
should lie strictly along single isochrones. Preliminary results indicate that in fact
isochrones from the available low-mass evolutionary sequences are "crossed" at the
low-mass end in these clusters. However, from Prosser etal. (1994) we learn that
the Swenson, etal. (1994) tracks at least match both the Bessell (1991) standard
dwarf sequence and the StaufFer k Hartmann (1986) Pleiades main sequence for
values of log Tg/y > 3.6.
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Another means of testing pre-main sequence evolutionary codes is with binary
stars. Do visual, eclipsing, or double-line binary systems lie along common
isochrones, as might be expected if their formation took place as a system (e. g. in
a disk or pseudo-disk) instead of as individual collapse events in a common cloud
core? The issue of coevality was addressed for by Hartigan, Strom, k Strom (1993)
for a sample of wide binary pairs in Taurus and Orion. By placing the individual
members of visual pairs in the HR diagram using techniques similar to those
employed here, coevality to within the errors was established in approximately 2/3
of the cases, but of the remaining 1/3 all systems displayed the trend that the
more massive star appeared older from the tracks, consistent with the systematic
trend we have suggested here from the ONC data. The issue of coevality is being
addressed by R. Mathieu, B. Casey, k R. Lee for several eclipsing and double-line
binary systems. Eclipsing and double-line pairs can be placed in the HR diagram
using only effective temperatures derived from stellar spectra and masses derived
directly from orbital elements. This technique for testing the tracks is clearly the
most direct and suggests the same trend as found above, although good data are
available for just a few systems (Casey etal. 1993, Lee etal. 1992).
8.4 Conclusions from HR Diagram Discussion
In principle, if the pre-main sequence evolutionary calculations are
trustworthy, the construction of an HR diagram for the optically visible members
of a young stellar group allows us to constrain the age of the cluster. This
information is necessary in the context of our scheme for de-reddening sources
without spectra (described in Chapter 7). Summarizing our observational results,
from the construction of HR diagrams for optically visible group members, we
have found apparent age spreads of several Myr in every region discussed in this
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section: BD +40° 4124, Lk H. 215, NGC 7129, and the ONC, results which we
state with reservation due to the theoretical uncertainties.
The purpose of our lengthy discussion above on issues related to the accuracy
of available pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks and isochrones, was simply to
introduce appropriate caution into interpretations of stellar masses and ages
derived from such tracks. Pre-main sequence masses appear to be uncertain, at the
50% level. Pre-main sequence ages appear to be highly uncertain, at a level
greater than 100% (several Myr) in the cases of extremely young clusters. This is
most likely due to the unknown affects of accretion both during the initial infall
phase and during the optically visible pre-main sequence contraction phase.
Location of pre-main sequence binary systems with good orbital elements in the
HR diagram, under the assumption of constant age, should help discern between
various sets of tracks. With this cautionary information in hand, our next task is
to investigate the distributions of stellar masses in the Ae/Be clusters.
Chapter 9
Testing Universal Mass Functions
The concept of a universal function describing the distribution of stellar
masses originated with the finding by Salpeter (1955) that the luminosity function
in the solar neighborhood, adjusted for stellar evolution, translated into an
"original" mass function which followed a simple power law, ^{M) a M'^-^K This
issue was revisited in detail by Miller & Scalo (1979) and by Scalo (1986), who
each proposed more complicated "initial" mass functions. ^ As stars in the solar
neighborhood are 10^
-
10^° years old and were formed over spatial scales of many
kiloparsecs, the goal of these works was to construct the present day mass function
and then correct this function for the star formation history of the Galaxy (a
three-part correction comprised of the stellar birth rate, the stellar death rate, and
the Galactic age) in order to derive the "initial" mass function. In effect, these
authors assumed that the time- and space-averaged mass function they observed
today derived from a universal mass function at some point in the past, for which
they could solve.
The path we would like to take is the inverse of that above, namely, to assume
our observed mass functions are initial, that is, coherent in time and/or in space,
so that we can estimate one of the following quantities: 1) the number of
independent time- and space-coherent star-forming events necessary to reproduce a
universal mass function; 2) the time scale over which one must integrate a single
space-coherent event in order to reproduce a universal mass function; 3) the spatial
The Miller & Scalo representation is a three-power-law function which is flat at the low-mass
end, while the Scalo representation is a continuous function which turns over at the low-mass end.
scale over which one must integrate a single time-coherent event m order to
reproduce a universal mass function. With data on stellar masses in young
clusters, we avoid the need for correction factors from present-day to initial mass
functions and can ask, directly, the question of interest: Is the spectrum of masses
produced by star forming regions uniform, on all spatial scales and over all time?
Alternatively, is the star formation process bi-modal in mass, with certain regions
biased towards producing higher-mass stars and others biased towards producing
lower-mass stars?
Comparisons between universal mass functions and data in young star-forming
regions have been carried out previously. In most cases these investigations have
used the relative monochromatic infrared brightnesses of stars {e.g. K-band
"luminosity" functions computed simply as histograms of apparent magnitudes) or
their far-infrared and submillimeter "colors" {e.g. "bolometric" luminosity
functions computed by inverting the wavelengths of peak emission to get
characteristic temperatures) to perform these comparisons. However, until
recently, none of these types of analyses in star-forming regions accounted for the
effects of 1) significant and nonuniform interstellar reddening, 2) pre-main
sequence luminosity evolution, and 3) excess emission arising in the circumstellar
environment, The severe implications of these combined effects have begun to be
realized and, one-by-one, they have gained consideration {cf. Strom, Strom &
Merrill, 1993; Zinnecker, McCaughren, & Wilking, 1993).
Our approach is different from those presented in the literature to date in two
regards. The first difference is that we attempt to estimate actual stellar masses
(instead of using apparent brightness distributions), correcting or accounting for
all of the following: 1) interstellar reddening, 2) pre-main sequence evolution, and
3) circumstellar excesses. We have described our methods of obtaining stellar
masses in previous Chapters. For optically visible stars we use photometric and
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spectroscopic information to determine intrinsic stellar fluxes and temperatures,
with which we interpolate masses from theoretical tracks on HR diagrams (as
^
described in Chapter 8). For optically invisible stars we use photometric
information along with the cluster age derived from the optically visible
population, to deredden stars and determine their masses (as described in
Chapter 7). The second difference is that we compare our derived distribution of
stellar masses to a stmulated distribution of stellar masses drawn from a standard
universal mass function (instead of trying to compare the observed and theoretical
functions at a detailed level), as described next.
9.1 A Statistical Approach
Because of the effects of small number statistics in our sparse clusters (N =
5-40), any conclusions regarding the detailed shapes of observed stellar mass
spectra are tentative. However, we reiterate that we have selected these regions
based on the presence of stars with a mininum mass, M > 3 M©. If other
relatively massive stars are also present, these clusters could reflect either 1)
random fluctuations from a standard universal mass function, or 2) a real mass
bias in the star formation scenario for particular regions. To attempt to
distinguish between these two possibilities, we compare our observed mass
distributions to simulated clusters in which stellar masses are randomly drawn
from a standard mass function. In this way we can assess the theoretical
likelihood, under the assumption that mass spectra are universal, of observing any
given mass distribution.
The method is to use an analytical form of the corrected solar neighborhood
mass function to determine the integrated probability of finding a star within a
particular mass range. This procedure is discussed below. Knowing these
probabilities, we then employ monte carlo sampling to predict the distribution of
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masses in a cluster with the same number of members as our sample cluster, over a
large number of trials. As we have large uncertainties in our assignment of specific
masses to individual stars (estimated at 30-100% when uncertainties in the
observations and in the theory used to calibrate the observations are combined; see
Chapters 7 and 8), we consider stellar masses integrated over bin sizes which are
larger than our mass errors: from 0.1 - 1 M« and from 1 - 10 M^. This aproach
minimizes the effects of inherent uncertainties in the observed mass distribution.
We present the results of our simulations in the form of a predicted probability
distribution, defined as the ratio: [number of stars with mass 1 < M/M® < 10] to
[number of stars with mass 0.1 < M/M^ < 1]. Finally, we compute the fraction of
cases in which the observed mass distribution is reproduced by the models. We
thereby determine the likelihood that any particular star formation site has
yielded a stellar mass distribution drawn strictly from a "universal" mass function,
The probabilities of finding stars within each of our mass bins can be
calculated from the tabulations of Miller k Scalo (1979), and are recorded in
Table 9.1. As shown by Scalo (1986), of the currently considered shapes for the
initial mass function (derived under a range of assumptions regarding the stellar
birth function), the Miller-Scalo initial mass function is that which produces the
largest fraction of intermediate- and high-mass stars. In other words, numerically,
the Miller-Scalo initial mass function predicts 1 of every 300 or so stars to have
mass M > 10 M©, while the prediction obtained from the opposite extreme of the
birth function is only 1 of every 3000 or so stars to have mass M > 10 M©. The
implication for our simulation is that we create predicted mass distributions in
which the highest possible number of intermediate- and high-mass stars are
expected. This limit is important in that it strengthens any case in which we find
a stellar mass distribution unusually skewed towards intermediate- and high-mass
stars, since our computational bias is in the opposite direction.
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Table 9.1. The Miller-Scalo Initial Mass Function
^ ^. ,
M > 10 1< MIM^ < 10 0.1 < M/M® < 1
Fraction by NumW 5:324% 13:801% 85"875%
Fraction by Mass 8.511% 49.033% 42 456%
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We show in Figure 9.1 the probabihty distribution of the ratio of the number
of intermediate-mass stars, N(l < M/M, < 10), to the number of low-mass stars,
N(0.1 < M/M« < 1), in 1 million random sampHngs of 33, 53, and 140 stars from
the Miller-Scalo initial mass function. If our sample were to contain an infinite
number of stars, this distribution would be sharply peaked at a value of 0.16, as
can be seen from Table 9.1. However, our finite sample sizes introduce some
breadth to the probability distribution; the distribution width increases as the
number of stars in the sample decreases. How do the data compare to these
predicted distributions of mass ratios?
9.2 Results of Comparisons to the Miller-Scalo IMF
The problem we pose with respect to the Ae/Be clusters is the following. If all
stellar masses are drawn from a universal mass function, how many star-forming
"events" which produce the number of stars in each our samples, produce a star
with mass M k, Mmost massive star^ We Can answer this question with our
simulations, and for each of the "events'Vtrials in which we do find a single high
mass star, we then ask how well the remainder of the stellar mass distribution
matches the universal mass function. Thus, our approach to testing universal mass
functions accounts for the fact that we have selected regions for study via the
presence of a high-mass star.
We proceed by comparing theoretical to observed ratios of intermediate - to -
low mass stars for the few Ae/Be stellar groups for which we have been able to
construct optical HR diagrams. As noted previously, we use the HR diagram to
derive masses for optically visible populations, as well as to estimate the ages
which are applied in our infrared dereddening procedure for optically invisible
populations. We present our results on mass distributions in the BD -|-40° 4124,
Lk Ha 215, and NGC 7129 regions in Table 9.2, and discuss each of these regions
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Figure 9.1. Simulated predictions of the Miller-Scalo initial mass function for the
ratio of intermediate- to low-mass stars. A probability distribution of the ratio of
intermediate- to low-mass stars ([number of stars with mass 1 < M/Mq < 10]:
[number of stars with mass 0.1 < M/M® < 1]) is computed from the Miller k Scalo
(1979) initial mass function for sample sizes of 33, 53, and 140 stars. In the case
of an infinite number of stars, the value of this ratio is 0.16 with a probability of
unity. As the number of stars decreases the probability distribution broadens. We
compare the probability distribution of mass ratios to the observationally derived
in the Ae/Be clusters, in order to probe the consistency of all sites of star formation
with universal mass functions.
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individually below. For clusters without fully assembled HR diagrams, we are able
to discuss the mass distributions on a qualitative level only.
For the BD +40° 4124 region, in the inner 0.167 pc we find 1 star with
10 < M/M^, 7 stars with 1 < M/M^ < 10, and 14 stars with 0.1 < M/M^ < 1.
The ratio of intermediate- to low-mass stars is thus 0.50. From Figure 9.1, the
likelihood of producing such a mass distribution from a Miller-Scalo mass function
for a cluster of this size (N=22) is less than 0.003! As discussed by Hillenbrand,
Meyer, Strom, & Skrutskie (1995), based on our photometric completeness limits
in this region, we are confident that we include in our observed mass distribution
all objects more massive than the hydrogen burning limit as long as they are
extincted by Ay < 10 mag. Thus, our result is not explainable, for example, by
the preferential detection of higher mass stars in our imaging survey. This region
appears to be biased towards producing intermediate- and high-mass stars, those
with masses M > 1 M©. We do offer the caveat, however, that if star formation
has not yet ceased in the BD +40° 4124 region, our results may simply reflect a
sequence of star formation from high to low stellar masses.
For the Lk Ha 215 region, in addition to the B star, we find only sub-solar
mass stars within the inner 0.167 pc. The ratio of intermediate- to low - mass stars
is 0.07, perfectly consistent with the Miller-Scalo function for a cluster of this size
(N = 15).
For the NGC 7129 region, despite the appearance from optical images that
this cluster contains a large number of bright, intermediate-mass stars, there does
not appear to be a bias in this region towards producing intermediate-mass stars.
A near-full complement of low-mass stars also exists. Although the ratio of
intermediate- to low-mass stars is slightly above the nominal value, at 0.28, it is
still within the peak of the expected distribution in Figure 9.1 and therefore the
apparent bias is not statistically sound.
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9.2. Observed and Predicted Ratios of Intermediate- to Low-Mass St
Ae/Be Star N(> 10 Mq) N(l < MIM^ < 10) N(0.1 < M/Mp, < 1) ExpectationBD -1-40° 4124
LKHa 215
NGC 7129
1
0
0
7
1
11
14
14
40
0.003
0.175
0.250
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In summary, compared to the predictions of a Miller-Scalo mass function we
have identified one Ae/Be region with a significantly deviant mass distribution,
one with a marginally deviant mass distribution, and one with an apparently
normal mass distribution. What about the remainder of our sample? As can be
seen from Table 5.1, there are 10 other Ae/Be clusters in which at least some
classification spectra have been obtained. However, we are not prepared at the
current time to discuss characteristic ages or masses in these regions to the same
level of rigor as we have for the BD +40° 4124, Lk Ha 215, and NGC 7129
regions. Completion of our spectroscopic survey should enable us to do so. We
can, however, make the following qualitative characterization of the sample: a
majority of the optically visible companions to the Ae/Be stars appear to have
spectral types later than K5 (see Table 5.1). This impHes that they reside on
convective pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks and are likely to have masses less
than a solar mass. We note a difference in this regard, between the majority of the
Ae/Be clusters and the BD +40° 4124 region, for which the distribution of optical
spectral types is more heavily weighted towards earlier types. Turning to our
infrared images, examination of the relative source brightnesses (see Figure 5.2)
shows an obvious difference, as well, between the apparent magnitude distribution
in the BD +40° 4124 region and those in other Ae/Be clusters. From the analysis
of stellar masses completed to date, we conclude that the perceived difference in
the distribution of spectral types and apparent magnitudes does reflect a real
diflFerence in the distribution of stellar masses. Thus our results in the BD +40°
4124 region, although robust, appear anomalous amongst Ae/Be sites. None of the
other regions show a similar effect. In general, the stellar populations of the
molecular cores defined by Ae/Be stars are comprised of single early-type stars
surrounded by several late-type (> K5), presumably sub-solar mass, emission-line
companions, with no other intermediate-mass in the vicinity.
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Properly speaking, we have one and only one region m wh.ch the likelihood of
finding the observed mass distribution is extremely small (0.3%), if all stellar
masses are indeed drawn from the Miller-Scalo function. However, this statement
does not translate directly into an assertion that there is only a 0.3% chance that
the masses in this particular cluster were drawn from a standard mass function. In
order to prove this latter statement, we would have to survey several hundred
regions with the same selection effects as are inherent in our investigation of the
BD +40° 4124 region, and find a statistically large number of them (> 1/333) to
have the same apparent mass bias as does the BD +40° 4124 region.
9.3 Conclusions on Mass Spectra in Ae/Be Clusters
We have attempted to investigate the consistency of the distributions of stellar
masses in the Ae/Be clusters with the Miller-Scalo mass function. In doing so, we
have developed a statistical technique which does not require us to know the
detailed shape of the observed stellar mass distribution (only the ratio of
intermediate- to low-mass stars) and thus which accounts for the unavoidably large
uncertainties in derived stellar masses. Our method accounts both for the selection
effect that we have chosen star formation sites for study in which intermediate-
and high-mass stars have already formed, and for the small number statistics in
these regions. We conclude, based on our analysis, that while it is possible to find
isolated star-forming sites in which the initial mass function is apparently biased
towards high-mass stars {e.g. the BD +40° 4124 region), that in most cases the
mass spectra are consistent with those predicted by universal functions, at least at
the level to which our statistical approach allows us to address the problem.
Upon the accurate determination of stellar masses in all of the Ae/Be cluster
sites in our sample, we hope to improve our statistical arguments above, and also
to refine the level at which we address questions related to the initial mass
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function. There are two outstand.ng questions: First, regarding the universahty of
the ,n,t,al mass function, by comparing the results on mass distributions in our
sample of Ae/Be regions with each other, we can ask whether any sign.ficant
differences exist in the ma.s spectra emerging from different, individual, isolated
star-forming regions. We believe, based on the conclusions above, that the answer
to this question is affirmative. Second, regarding the particular shape of the initial
mass function, if universal, given that some differences appear to exist between the
mass spectra output by similarly selected, isolated star-forming "events," by
averaging all regions in our sample together to obtain an integrated mass
distribution, we can ask how many of these independept time- and space- coherent
star-forming "events" are necesary in order to reproduce a universal mass function?
Chapter lo
Discussion
Our analysis of the Ae/Be clusters has provided the most comprehensive
description to date of the bulk molecular and stellar clustering properties in the
immediate environments of Ae/Be stars, the youngest known examples of massive
optically visible stars. We have taken the last several Chapters of this work to
present our detailed analysis of the makeup of the stellar populations
accompanying the Ae/Be "signposts." We would like to return in this Chapter to
our interest in developing a quantitative understanding of the overall
characteristics of these and other star-forming environments, which might be
conducive to their production of high-mass stars.
We begin by describing the general differences between star-forming sites in
which young high- and young low-mass young stars are found. We then place our
results on clustering properties in the vicinity of Ae/Be stars into this
environmental context. Finally, we speculate on the possible influence of
environment in the star formation process for, in particular, higher-mass stars.
10.1 The Issue of Environment in the Star Formation Process
If one surveys the literature on young regions of star formation, different
trends emerge for the low-mass (M/M© < 1) stellar populations than for the
intermediate-mass (1 < M/M® < 10) and high-mass (M/M© > 10) stellar
populations.
Low mass stars appear to form in a variety of environments: 1) locally
isolated; 2) as members of small (T) associations and somewhat larger groups
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which contain only low-mass stars [e.g. Lupus, Cluunelcon); and
,) within clustor
complexes which contain both low- and intermediate-mass / high-n.ass stars
(e. Taurus-Auriga, Ophiucus). This lack of any specific enviromnont is true
amongst low-mass main sequence stars as well as amongst tluMr progc.utors.
Furthermore, the molecular cores which produce roughly solar n.ass stars appear
to contain no more than a few solar masses of material. Core thermal motions
dominate nonthermal motions in these low-mass cores, and protostellar mass infaJl
proceeds in a nonhomologous manner over a timcscale M,/M„,, = M.-G/c'l where
is the final mass of the star, G the gravitational constant, and c, the local
sound speed.
Regions of high-mass star formation, on the other hand, do not display such a
clear relationship between the output stellar products and the properties of their
parent cores. It appears that more massive cores do yield more massive stars, and
that particular values of cloud radius and cloud pressure seem able to support the
formation of stars in particular mass ranges. However, there is increasing evidence
that core nonthermal motions {e.g. turbulence, magnetically controlled processes,
etc. ) dominate over thermal motions in the denser cores which tend to produce
more massive stars. Thus gravitational collapse may not proceed in the same way
during high-mass star formation as it does in low-mass star formation, and simple
scaling of the l/cj law may not be applicable. This suggests that the role of local
environment may be relatively more important to the production of high-mass
stars. Indeed, observationally, high-mass stars seem to form preferentially in small
unbound (OB) associations {e.g. individual complexes in Sco-Cen) or in larger
clusters {e.g. M42, NGC 2264). High-mass stars are found in association with
stars of all masses, and it is generally true that the highest mass stars are
agglomerated near the densest parts of the immediately surrounding clusters (for
further discussion, see Larson, 1982; Zinnecker, McCaughrean, k Wilking, 1993).
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Our survey of apparently isolated molecular cores which contam young high-mass
stars has shown that even young Ae/Be stars are not without companions.
Based upon the trends apparent in the literature on differences in the local
molecular and stellar clustering properties between regions forming high- and
low-mass stars, we speculate that either 1) initial conditions in the molecular cloud
or 2) local stellar density must be the primary driver in determining the final mass
of a forming star. We would like to know whether and how the conditions
necessary for the formation of low-mass stars differ from those which seem to only
rarely produce high-mass stars. If we can understand the influence of core
properties and of local clustering properties in the star formation process, we may
be able to constrain the mechanisms by which and conditions under which
high-mass stars are built.
10.2 The Ubiquity of High-Mass Star Formation in Groups?
Certainly one of the major conclusions of this thesis is the typical association
of young, massive Ae/Be stars with small, dense aggregates of young, lower-mass
stars. Is this local clustering phenomenon to be expected in all high-mass
star-forming cores? The answer is unclear at the present time, and depends
critically on knowing whether the population of well-studied Ae/Be stars is
representative of high-mass star formation in general. As noted in Chapter 1, the
statistics derived from unbiased imaging surveys in young OB associations suggest
that Ae/Be stars are rare amongst young A and B stars. This could mean either
that the Ae/Be population represents a quite rapid stellar evolutionary phase
through which all young high-mass stars do indeed pass, or that Ae/Be stars are
an intrinsically rare group of peculiar stars without any context at all in standard
stellar evolution. We prefer the first of these possibilities.
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If it is true that all young high-mass stars form as the centrally dominant
members of small aggregates, then it would seem likely that the existence of the
cluster must have played a role in the formation of the high-mass star. If, on the
other hand, it is found that some young high-mass can in fact form in truly
isolated environments, then only the initial conditions in the molecular cloud core
were responsible for the formation of the high-mass star. Observational assessment
of the ubiquity of high-mass star formation in groups remains limited at the
present time. Future investigations are warranted, but will likeley be complicated
by unknown effects with cloud / cluster age and mass.
10.3 Theoretical Implications
Most theoretical work on the formation of stars has concentrated on the
production of individual objects. Our current paradigm of a single star forming
out of a collapsing molecular cloud core evolved from studies of primarily low-mass
star-forming regions, in which star formation appears to be proceeding in relative
isolation over scales of many parsecs.
In theoretical collapse calculations for single high-mass stars, however, the
inward flow of a collapsing envelope is halted and frequently even reversed by heat
flow from the interior. Beyond a maximum time (corresponding to a maximum
mass), further spherical accretion of material is not possible. This raises important
questions as to how high-mass stars are built. It appears that some mechanism
other than simple spherical infall must be in effect, perhaps accretion through a
disk. Larson (1990, 1982) suggests that protostellar interactions in a clustered
environment may stimulate the accretion of material through disks onto forming
stars. In his scenario, the standard fragmentation of molecular clouds leads to
widespread low-mass star formation, while high-mass star formation remains a
secondary process and is the result of continued and enhanced disk accretion onto
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the low-mass protostellar seed. The redistribution of angular momentum in the
disk is caused by some combmation of gravitational perturbations, tidal effects,
and disk turbulence. In the case that negative angular momentum is imparted to
the disk, one result of the encounter is an increase in the rate of accretion through
the disk, and possibly onto the central star. Accretion-enhancing effects may be
induced by the local presence of either substantial numbers of point masses, or a
single star of comparable mass passing within about 5 disk radii. Such close
encounters may be quite frequent for number densities exceeding a few 10^ pc-^,
as in the Trapezium region, M17, and many of the Ae/Be clusters.
The question, then, is the following: is the final mass of a star "set" once the
core has produced a star / disk / envelope system, or are subsequent
environmental interactions important in determining the final stellar mass? If the
Ae/Be stars and their associated dense aggregates of stars can be considered as
young stellar systems (instead of as isolated core collapse events), they may
provide important clues to the physical processes which produce massive objects.
We therefore urge the theoretical consideration of star formation in dense groups
1000 stars pc~^) as an expansion to the developing theory of protostellar
collapse for individual high-mass stars.
Chapter ii
Summary and Future Investigations
In his original paper identifying the class of early-type emission-line stars
associated with nebulosity on which the current study is based, Herbig (I960)
noted the presence of groups of objects in the vicinity of the Ae/Be stars which
also displayed Ha
-emission spectra. Herbig's objective prism survey of these
regions was limited to bright, optically visible sources and, furthermore, was not
conducted with the purpose of uniformly sampling various regions in either space
or depth. In this work, we have described a molecular mapping, optical and
infrared imaging, and spectroscopic stellar classification survey of star-forming
sites producing young (r < 1 Myr), intermediate- and high-mass (M > S/Mq)
Herbig Ae/Be stars. We have confirmed the local clustering of low-mass stars in
the vicinity of Ae/Be stars and attempted to characterize further their properties.
Our survey has focussed on uncovering embedded and partially embedded
populations and, although not strictly uniform between regions, is sensitive in
most cases to young stars of all masses down to near the hydrogen-burning limit,
over the range of extinction values Ay < 10 mag.
We summarize below our procedures and results on the stellar populations and
molecular environments of young, massive Ae/Be stars.
11.1 Summary of this Thesis Presentation
• We have defined a "star-forming event" to be the sequence of star formation
occuring on spatially and temporally coherent scales, which we take to mean
1) within molecular cores which are isolated from large complexes of extensive
star formation; 2) over size scales of several tenths of a pc or less; 3) over
temporal scales of 3 Myr or less.
.
We have investigated the molecular properties of the Ae/Be cores via a CO
and CS survey and found cloud sizes of 0.1-0.8 pc and cloud masses of
150 - 2000 M,. Visual extinction through the cores at the posmons of the
stars ranges from 2-50 mag. We have also found from simple inspection of
morphological structure, that the molecular clouds with which Ae/Be stars
are associated are typically asymmetric structures with large column density
gradients (several tens of magnitudes in some cases) near the positions of the
central massive stars. This is due, most likely, either to interaction of the
young star itself with the ambient cloud, or to external dynamical processes
which perhaps aided in the production of the high-mass stars.
»
We have identified small, dense, partially - obscured aggregates of size a few
to several tens of stars (mean = 10) projected onto the same molecular cores
as the Ae/Be stars. The number densities estimated within the central
0.167 pc of these clusters, range from several hundred to several thousand
stars per cubic parsec (mean = 1350).
We have found an apparent correlation between the aggregate stellar surface
densities and the masses of the defining Ae/Be stars.
We have found the fraction of aggregate members with infrared continuum
and optical spectroscopic evidence for circumstellar disk / envelope signatures
to be high (50-80%), and comparable to the fraction discernible by the same
techniques in well-studied stellar populations found in nearby dark clouds.
We have also argued that these numbers are lower limits to the true fractions
of stars with circumstellar material, due to the imperfectness of the activity
diagnostics available to us from our imaging and spectroscopic surveys.
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•
We have constructed infrared color-magnitude diagrams from which we
deduced that the companions to the Ae/Be stars are typically young stars
(r < 3 Myr) of lower-mass {M < 1 M©).
•
We have attempted to investigate quantitatively, by locating several of these
groups in the HR diagram, what we presume from simple examination of our
images and from the evidence on circumstellar activity described above - that
the young aggregates accompanying young high-mass Ae/Be stars are
comprised primarily of young, low-mass stars.
• We have found, instead of a straightfoward conversion from log {LJLq) and
log Teff to stellar mass and age, that mass estimates derived from different
pre-main sequence evolutionary codes are uncertain at the 50% level and that
age estimates are uncertain at the several Myr level. From this exercise we
have concluded for pre-main sequence stars that most mass and all age
information must be interpreted with caution.
• We have found, treating the mass and age information with appropriate
reserve, that the high- and low-mass populations in the Ae/Be groups do
appear to be coeval at the 1-3 Myr level, and that there is no (discernable)
time sequence of star formation as a function of stellar mass.
• We have developed a statistical test, which accounts for the uncertainties in
derived stellar masses, to investigate the compatibility of the observed mass
distributions with those predicted by the Miller-Scalo mass function. At the
level of our ability to address the problem, given our small number statistics,
we have found at least one aggregate, the BD -|-40° 4124 region, to be
apparently biased towards forming intermediate- and high-mass stars. Based
on the relative source brightness distributions derived from a qualitative
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inspection of our infrared images, however, we suspect this region to be the
only one in our sample with such an unusual bias.
.
We have summarized the information available from our and others' sensitive
near-infrared images on close (< 10 arcsec) companions to the Ae/Be stars
(see Appendix B). This information is important for two reasons. First, we
can assess the possible influence of nearby infrared-luminous stars on spectral
energy distributions constructed for Ae/Be stars, which are typically
interpreted in the context of star / disk /envelope structures. Second, we can
investigate the range of separation distances for any candidate wide-binary
systems. Perhaps important for both of these issues, we find that the
brightest companions {AK < 3 mag) are also the closest (Ar < 1000 AU).
11.2 Remaining Questions
This document has been a first-order summary of the local molecular cloud
and stellar populations parameters in the vicinity of extremely young, (r < 1
Myr), intermediate- and high-mass (M > 3M®) stars found in relative isolation
from other sites of ongoing star formation. In our discussion we have tried to place
this work into the context of what is anecdotally known from the literature about
massive star formation. Given the apparent differences in the local molecular and
stellar clustering environments in which stars of high- and low-mass form, in the
future we would like to explore whether either 1) initial core conditions, or 2) local
stellar environmental conditions, might be the primary driver in determining the
final mass of a star.
To investigate the influence of initial core conditions, we must understand
whether and how the molecular cloud cores in which high-mass stars are produced
differ from those in which only low-mass stars are produced. We must also
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understand the importance of large-scale dynamics / energetics to the formation of
high-mass stars, given the likely complexity of fragmentation processes in
situations where turbulence is generated by cloud compresssion.
To address the influence of local stellar environment, we offer the following
provocative thoughts. For the young stellar aggregates defined by Ae/Be stars
investigated in this work, we found an apparent correlation of local stellar density
with the mass of the most massive star in the group. Furthermore, we showed that
the stellar densities in the aggregates are high (n ^ 1000 stars pc"^), and that
the fraction of stars apparently surrounded by disks / envelopes is also high
(/ > 50 - 80%). This scenario introduces a potentially interesting dynamical
situation. If, indeed, a significant fraction of the stars in these dense groups are
still undergoing remnant infall and accretion, they must have done so at higher
rates in the past in order to form the stars we see today. Extrapolating backwards
in time, one can envision a situation during the main stellar accretion phase when
many "seed" protostars were essentially competing for the same ambient molecular
core material. In this "competitive accretion" scenario, one star, the Ae/Be star,
somehow managed to accumulate many times more mass (up to several hundred
times more) than its cloud core siblings. Understanding this situation from a
theoretical point of view seems crucial to our picture of star formation in groups.
Appendix a
Background and Stellar Properties
Herbig Ae/Be Stars
A.l Historical Information
The youngest known, optically visible, high-mass stars are the pre-main
sequence Herbig Ae/Be population. These stars were first classified as a group by
Herbig (I960) as the result of his search for the higher-mass counterparts to
pre-main sequence stars of low-mass, the T Tauri stars
. Herbig's criteria for
selecting candidate objects included: 1) a spectral type earlier than FO, in order
that the objects be candidate progenitors of main sequence A and B stars; 2) the
appearance of Balmer series emission lines in the stellar spectrum, in order that
their spectroscopic appearance be closely similar to that of T Tauri stars
; 3) a
projected location within the boundaries of a dark interstellar cloud, in order to
maximize the likelihood of selecting young stars still in close proximity to their
presumed birthplaces; and 4) the illumination of a bright reflection nebula, in
order to guarantee physical association of the star with its encompassing dark
cloud. Application of these criteria resulted in the selection of 26 candidate young,
intermediate mass pre-main sequence stars. The pre-main sequence nature of
many of the Ae/Be was confirmed by Strom etal. (1972) who placed a subset of
the original list of objects in the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram, and derived
ages and masses ranging from 0.1 to 1 Myr and from 1.5 to 15 M©, respectively.
Finkenzeller k Jankovics (1984) compared stellar radial velocities for a sample of
Ae/Be with the velocities measured for nearby molecular material, and confirmed
the physical association of these stars with their presumed parent clouds.
Subsequent work has shown that most of Herbig's Ha
-selected population do,
in fact, share a number of characteristics in common with the T Taun stars: large
infrared, submillimeter and millimeter continuum excesses indicative of a
significant mass of circumstellar dust located over a wide range of distances from
the central star; optical and ultraviolet metallic emission lines as well as strong
Balmer emission lines, some showing the P Cygni features indicative of energetic
mass outflows; centimeter-wave radio continuum emission, perhaps tracing the
ionized component of such outflows; location near the center of high-velocity CO
gas, apparently accelerated by the energetic outflows diagnosed from optical
spectra; and rapid photometric, spectroscopic, and in some cases polarimetric
variability (see Catala (1989) for a review).
A. 2 Techniques for Determining Stellar Parameters
As discussed in the main text, pre-main sequence stars are complicated objects
for which to derive intrinsic stellar parameters. Observational uncertainties are
introduced by high levels of interstellar and circumstellar extinction, as well as by
both line and continuum flux excesses due to circumstellar activity. Theoretical
uncertainties are introduced by the complexity of the physical processes associated
with accretion and pre-main sequence evolution, as well as by the rapidity with
which these processes occur, particularly for high-mass stars such as are our focus
here.
We have two (related) quantitative methods of estimating stellar masses and
ages during the pre-main sequence phase 1) from the location of a star in the
theoretical HR diagram, and 2) from a measured surface gravity. Both depend on
a combination of observation and stellar evolutionary theory.
First, we can locate the star in the H-R diagram and compare its position to
theoretical pre-main sequence evolutionary tracks and isochrones. Interpolation
ure via
ures in
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between the computed tracks yields an estimate of the stellar mass and age. To
locate the star in the H-R diagram, we first determine its effective temperat
the presence/absence of temperature-sensitive photospheric absorption feat
optical spectra. We then find the intrinsic colors of a star corresponding to that
effective temperature, and determine the color excess via comparison with the
observed colors of the star. All of the color excess is attributed to reddening. With
an assumed extinction law which relates selective extinction to total extinction at
a particular wavelength, we then correct an observed magnitude for reddening. We
must be careful at this step to choose a wavelength regime which measures
primarily photospheric continuum, and which is not sensitive to either disk
emission or boundary-layer emisison. For early-type star/disk systems,
0.55^m(V-band) and 0.64 //m(R-band) are generally good choices. The bolometric
magnitude of the star is determined by adjusting the reddening-free magnitude for
distance, and then for its bolometric correction (also determined from the effective
temperature). Finally, the stellar luminosity is calculated using
LI L© = lO-o-4(Mboi-4.83^ rpj^^ superposition of pre-main sequence evolutionary
tracks on a plot of log {L^/Lq) versus log T,jj can be used to estimate stellar
masses and Kelvin-Helmholtz stellar ages [n.b. see discussion in Chapter 8 on the
applicability of Kelvin-Helmholtz ages to high-mass stars). Because of the rapid
evolution of high-mass stars, however, age resolution is particularly difficult.
A second method for estimating stellar masses and ages relies on surface
gravity determinations. Instead of combining spectroscopic information with
photometric information and using assumed standard relationships to derive stellar
luminosities, location of a star in the log g - log Tg// diagram depends only upon
spectroscopic measurements. The method therefore avoids any ambiguities
introduced by distance uncertainty, photometric variability, by uncertainties in the
reddening law, or by contamination of photospheric continuum by disk or
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boundary-layer emission (although the veiling of absorption lines could be a source
of error). If the surface gravity of a star is smaller than the surface gravity of main
sequence star with the same effective temperature, then the star is a pre-main
sequence star of higher mass than that suggested by the effective temperture.
Interpolation between evolutionary tracks on a log g versus log diagram then
yield stellar masses and ages. Low surface gravities suggest maximum limits on
stellar ages based on the Kelvin-Helmholtz pre-main sequence contraction time for
a star of that mass.
A.3 A New Spectroscopic Analysis
In order to effect the above procedures and derive masses and ages for Ae/Be
stars, a modern set of classification-resolution spectra was required.
Medium-resolution [R ^ 4000) spectra of 29 Ae/Be stars were obtained by LAH
and S. Strom at Kitt Peak National Observatory with the 2.1m telescope,
GoldCam spectrograph and the F3KA CCD. The wavelength coverage was 3745 -
5180 A at 0.47 A / pixel"!.
The spectra were first used by L. Ghandour to derive spectral types and
rotational velocities for the Ae/Be stars. Spectral types were determined primarily
from He I
,
He II
,
Fe I
,
and Ca I lines. Rotational velocities were determined by
interpolating between grids of slowly rotating standard stars (obtained during the
same run as our target stars) whose spectra were artificially broadened according
to the rotation profile (Gray 1992, p. 374)
7r(l
-£/3) '
where SXl corresponds to the doppler shift at the stellar limb and is equivalent to
V sin«. The standard star spectra were artificially rotated in bins of 25 km s"\
and matched to the object spectra in the wavelength regions containing the
He I A4471 A and Mg II A4481 A imes.
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A.4 Surface Gravities
For F, G, and K stars, the surface gravity of a star controls all pressure effects
m a stellar spectrum, and measuring surface gravity is then equivalent to
measuring pressure. For earlier type stars, however, the usual pressure diagnostics
may not be produced by pressure effects alone (see discussion below). The
difficulty is in finding pressure-sensitive spectral features. While temperature
changes of a few tens of percent are clearly noticeable in comparisons between
stellar spectra, changes in surface gravity of a few hundreds of percent are required
in order to produce effects of similar magnitude. Typically, for hot stars, the size
of the Balmer discontinuity (A and F stars) or the residual intensity of Balmer-line
wings are used as gravity indicators. (He I and He II are also used as gravity
indicators for 0-type stars, but theoretical calculations of broadened fine profiles
are not as consistent with the observations for the He lines as they are for
H I lines.) Balmer lines are pressure-sensitive when they are strong, that is, for
early type stars. Once a spectral type and a rotational velocity have been
established for a star, as we have done, the strength of the hydrogen wings is
attributed to Van der Waals and Stark broadening Pressure-broadening is
measured by quantifying the residual line intensity as a function of distance from
line center, and comparing it to theoretical models. Assuming a conversion from
pressure-dependence to surface-gravity-dependence of spectral features therefore
measures the effective gravity required in hydrostatic equilibrium.
With temperatures and rotational velocities estimated from helium and
metallic lines, we could then determine surface gravities for Ae/Be stars using the
HP, Hj, and HS lines. These lines are in general free of the emission components
which characterize many of the Ea profiles in Ae/Be stars, although in some cases
there is core emission at H/3. From the residual intensities at 10 and 12 A
displacement from line center, we assigned a surface gravity based on comparison
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to the grid of LTE model atmospheres calculations of Kurucz (1979). The largest
source of error in this method is in ass.gning the continuum level, which we do by
low-order polynomial fitting. An error of 5% m residual intensity translates ,„to an
error of a few tenths in log g for an AO star. Even if the star is rotating at
400 km S-, the doppler shift expected at 4200 A is only 5.5 A thus our surface
gravity estimates are not affected at all by rotational broadening.
The stellar parameters given in Table 1.1 are derived from the new data and
methods presented in this Appendix. In the cases where we do not possess
updated information, we take spectral types from the literature and calculate
stellar parameters as described in Hillenbrand etal. (1992).
was to
Appendix B
Nearby Companions to Ae/Be Stars
One of the original motiviations for our deep infrared imaging program
search for nearby, infrared-luminous companions to the Ae/Be stars. Concern
regarding the presence of cool companions arises from the double-peaked structure
of the Ae/Be spectral energy distributions in the optical/near-infrared. If present,
companions could easily explain some fraction of the near-infrared excess and
possibly remove the need to invoke nonstandard circumstellar disk geometries with
inner disk holes (c/. Hillenbrand etal. 1992).
Historically, Ae/Be spectral energy distributions have been constructed from
data obtained with single-channel optical and infrared photometers through
apertures ranging up to 9 arcsec in size. Thus, in Table B.l we present a list of
Ae/Be stars with and without (blank entries) companions closer than 10 arcsec, as
deduced from our near-infrared images and from the work of others (as
referenced). We list the difference in K magnitude between the primary Ae/Be
star and each companion (a difference of 2.5 magnitudes corresponds to a flux
ratio of 10), as well as their separations in arcsec and in AU. Question marks are
used to indicate unavailable information.
From Table B.l we find that all companions resolvable from our imaging
program (^ > 2 arcsec) are at least a factor of 10 fainter than their primaries. We
conclude that "visual" binary companions do not provide enough flux to
significantly contaminate the near-infrared spectral energy distributions.
However, the information obtainable from our imaging survey does not
preclude the presence of candidate binary companions with separations less than a
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AB Aur
BD +40"* 4124 ;
-
BD +46° 3471
1
2
3
6.4
6.9
7.1
8.5
9.0
10.1
8500
9000
10,100
BD +61° 154
1
2
4.4
4.7
4.9
5.9
4500
5300
BF Ori
Elia5 1
-
-
-
1 >2.5 4.0 640
HD 200775
HD 245185
1
2
4.9
6.5
2.3
5.5
1400
3300
HD 250550
HD 259431
HK Ori
1 6.0 8.0 3200
KK Oph
Lk Ha 25
1 <0.0 0.3
2.4
150
380
Lk Ha 198
1 2.4 10.0 8100
Lk Ha 208
Lk Ha 215
1 3.3 5.7 3400
Lk Ha 218
Lk Ha 233
Lk Ha 234
1 4.4 8.4 6700
1
2
3
3.2
3.8
4.9
3.1
4.0
8.0
3100
4000
8000
no spedile companions; Leinert et ai. (1994)
possibly extended on our IR images
speckle companion
single in HST data; Biuciarelli et al. (1993)
extended in speckle obs.; Leinert et al. (1994)
companion reported to be a radio source
by Skinner, Brown, & Stewart (1993)
single in HST data; Biuciarelli et al. (1993)
bright extension in speckle obs.; Leinert et al. (1991)
bright extension in speckle obs.; Leinert et al. (1993)
(continued)
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Table B.l.
Ae/Be Star Comp. AA'
# mag
(continued)
MWC 137
MWC 297
MWC 1080
NX Pup
R CrA
R Mon
RR Tau
T Oh
TY CrA
UX Ori
V376 Cas
V380 On
V856 Sco
V1686 Cyg
VV Ser
Ar Reference/Comment
arcsec AU
>4.0
>4.8
>4.5
>4.8
>4.8
7
>4.5
5.1 6600
6.3 8200
6.6 8500
7.3 9400
8.2 10,600
7 7 7
3.4 0.8 750
3.1 5.1 5100
3.5 6.9 6900
8.1 8.2 8200
8.3 9.3 9300
1.8 0.1 450
4.0 7.0 3200
highly extended at 10/im; Deutsch (private comm.)
eclipsing system; Grankin et al. (1992)
'1993)
faint extension in speckle obs.; Leinert et al. (1994)
bright extension in speckle obs.; Leinert et al. (1994)
^
? ? duplicity in optical claimed by Shevchenko et al. (1994)
7.7 3500 could be same star as #1
? <0.1 Casey et al. (1993), Lagrange et al. (1994)
(eclipsing system)
- bright extension in speckle obs.; Leinert et al. (1991)
2 1.3 0.2 760
1 3.5 1.5 240
2 6.4 4.6 4600
1 5.7 9.1 9100
1 >5.0 7.8 3400
faint extension in speckle obs.; Leinert et al. (1994)
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few arcsec. These are detectable only via
.nfrared speckle techniques, with which
resolutions as high as 0.1 a.csec can be achieved. Although an exhaustive survey
of the Ae/Be population has not yet been completed, we do note in Table B 1 the
ex,stence of references to speckle con^panions where they are known. Interestingly
the speckle-resolved companions are typ.cally brighter than those resolvable from
standard imaging techniques, an effect we show graphically in Figure B.l. This
trend is partially explainable in that the dynamic range of speckle imaging is
restricted to about 4 magnitudes; thus faint companions will not be detected.
However, there is still a paucity of bright companions with separations larger than
1000 AU compared to those with separations less than 1000 AU. Leinert
etal. (1994) make a preliminary estimate that more than 20% of all Ae/Be stars
may have bright companions within the range 75-750 AU.
Until accurate information on magnitude differences and radial separations is
assembled for individual sources, no global conclusions can be made regarding the
effects of companions on the Ae/Be spectral energy distributions. We also note in
Table B.l cases in which extended structure at near- or mid-infrared wavelengths
of the Ae/Be star has been reported.
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INFRARED COMPANIONS WITHIN 10 ARCSEC OF Ae/Be STARS
I
'
< r- 1 ' < r 1 < r
6
<
0
JL
2000 4000 6000 ' 8000
Ar [AU]
10
Figure B.l. Infrared flux ratio versus separation for nearby companions. Stars
projected within 10 arcsec of Ae/Be stars are shown as a function of magnitude
difference at K. Lower (and one upper) limits are indicated. We note that the
brightest companions are those with the smallest physical separations.
Appendix C
Ongoing Analysis in the Orion Nebula
Cluster
Despite extensive discussion of the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC) in the
literature, to date there has been no comprehensive, flux-limited study of its stellar
population. The Jones & Walker (1988) proper motion survey showed that about
90% of the stars within 15 arcmin of the Trapezium are cluster members, and at
least 50% are photometric variables. The nature of the variable star properties are
being investigated by Herbst etal. in a long-term monitoring program. We have
initiated an optical / infrared imaging and spectroscopic survey of the region
within a few pc of the Trapezium stars, with particular attention to objects
designated as proper motion members by Jones k Walker (1988) or appearing in
the deep optical photometric survey covering the inner 0.3pc of the ONC by
Prosser etal (1994). We describe below the data used to construct the preliminary
HR diagram presented in Chapter 8 in the main text.
C.l New Photometric and Spectroscopic Observations
V and \c CCD data were obtained for the ONC on the same optical imaging
run as is described in the main text. The photometric reductions were similar to
those for our other CCD data, although the heavy and variable nebulosity in this
region required special attention in selecting aperture and sky annuli.
Classification-resolution spectra covering approximately 5000 - 9000 \ at
1.97 A pixel-i (~ 6 A per resolution element; R ^ 1250) were obtained for 179
stars on two nights in 1994 January with the KPNO HYDRA multi-object fiber-fed
bench spectrograph and 4m telescope, through variable cirrus. An unfortunate
excess
tra.
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choice of order-sorting filter (GG-420) led to contamination in our spectra
longward of 8400 A from second-order blue photons. In most cases this error was
not an issue, as amongst our program objects there is typically very little light
emitted in the blue. For intrinsically blue stars and for bright stars (I ^ 10 mag)
of all spectral types, however, blue photons were apparent in the form of
continuum and, in some cases, even Balmer lines at the red end of our spect
On 1994, 2 January, 90 program objects were observed through increasing
cirrus in 2 exposures of 1200 seconds and 1 exposure of 600 seconds. A single fibe,
was assigned to a sky position during these "on-field" integrations. A 600 second
"off-field" exposure was taken after offsetting the telescope 4" west on the sky.
This procedure was used in order to establish a near-by off-field position for every
fiber over the significantly variable (in space) nebula. These data were obtained
over an airmass range of 1.29-1.32. On 1994, 3 January, 89 program objects were
similarly observed in 2 "on-field" and 1 "off-field" exposures of 1200 seconds each.
For these observations the airmass range was 1.72-1.97 and the seeing 1.5-2".
The two-dimensional images were processed first by subtracting the bias
voltage from the original CCD frames. The "on-field" exposures were combined,
using the IRAF routine IMCOMBINE, to the average value for each pixel after
scaling by the exposure times and employing sigma-based pixel rejection. The
combined images were corrected for scattered light using the IRAF task
APSCATTER. The IRAF routine DOHYDRA, a front-end program for aperture
extraction of CCD frames containing multiple spectra, was used to extract the
spectra, flat-field the individual fibers, correct for fiber-to-fiber response
differences, and wavelength calibrate using exposures of a Th-Ar comparison lamp
obtained for each fiber configuration. "On-field" and "off-field" exposures were
extracted separately. The final step was to effect sky subtraction using the IRAF
task SCOMBINE. This technique provides residual spectra of excellent quality
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g.ve„ the complexity of the
.e,o„, except in ext.e.e., st.ong and spat.al,,
variable nebular lines, most notably Ua 6563 A .
C.2 The Sample
In a crowded and dynamically complex star-fo™ing reg,o„ such as the Orion
Nebula Cluster, how can we be sure that our spectroscopic sample ,s
representative of the young stars in the region? For these observations, fibers were
a.s.gned to stars in a manner such that the maximum number (from 95 possible)
of available fibers able to be placed on program objects, with priority given to
stars in the Prosser al. (1994) survey (I and those remaining assigned to Jones &
Walker (1988) proper motion members. Stars from the Prosser etal survey for
which we were able to obtain spectra range in brightness from 1=13-17.5 mag. The
quoted limits of the Jones & Walker survey are K 13 in the region of bright
nebulosity and I~ 16 in the outer parts of the nebula. The spectroscopic sample is
therefore considered to be unbiased since it is random with respect to stellar
brightness and all stars are assumed to lie at the same distance.
Despite the apparent lack of systematic effects in our spectroscopic sample, we
have found the following: nearly all (> 95%) of the spectra obtained in the
HYDRA observations described above, are those of stars with spectral types K2
and later.
C.3 A Preliminary HR Diagram
An HR diagram for the HYDRA spectroscopic sample was constructed using
our derived spectral types along with the temperature scale of Cohen k Kuhi
(1979), and the V,Ic; photometry of Prosser etal. 1994, Herbst etal. (private
communication), and our own from the CCD frames. We note that at the present
time, photometry is available for only 129 / 179 of the stars for which we have
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determined spectral types! Stellar luminosities were calculated a. described in the
ma,„ text, except that for this set of stars we have used V-I, (instead of - /,)
colors to determine the individual extinction values. The distance assumed to the
Trapezmm region is 470 pc; the uncertainty in luminosity introduced by assuming
e.ther an error in the distance of ±20pc, or a comparable intrinsic stellar
dispersion in distance, 0.075 dex. Other sources of luminosity error are described
in the main text.
Additional stars not in the Jones & Walker or Prosser etal. surveys, but
claimed to be proper motion members by McNamara etal. (1989), are also
included in the HR diagram shown in Figure 8.7. These stars spread over central,
southern, and northwestern fields in relation to the Trapezium, with a maximum'
(projected) radial distance of 10 pc; more than one-half of the McNamara stars are
within the inner 2 pc, however. These additional stars were placed in the HR
diagram based upon blue spectra of stars brighter than B=14mag, also obtained
with the HYDRA multi-object spectrograph at KPNO but at echelle resolution in
1992, November and in 1993, January, and the dereddened B-V colors of either
McNamara etal (1989) or Walker (1969). We note that the spectral types derived
for the FG stars in the echelle sample are better than those which would have been
obtained with red classification-resolution HYDRA spectra similar to those
obtained in 1994, January, due to the difficulty of classifying stars in this
temperature range in the red spectral regime.
Having established an HR diagram covering the extended area encompassing
the ONC, we are now in a position to search for either age or mass trends as a
function of radius. To do so, we examine the HR diagram as a function of
projected radius from O^C Ori. In the current discussion, we consider only stars in
the inner 2 pc. At (projected) radii r < 0.5pc, for stellar masses Af < 2 M® the
Kelvin-Helmhotz ages are strictly less than 2 Myr (~ 90% are less than 1 Myr)
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ler
than
while fo. M > 2 Me the. a.e seve.a, sta. with Ke,vi„-„e,.ho,tz age. g.eate.
than 5 My. At (projected)
.adii 0.5 < ./po < 1.0. the sa^e trend is found- for
stellar
.asses M < 2 the Ke.vin-Hel.hot. ages are less than approximately 3
Myr while for M > 2 M, all stars have Kelvin-Hel.holt. ages greater than 5 Myr
Thus within the ranges of projected radii considered here, stars located fnrth,
from the center (defined to be the location of O^C Ori) appear to be older
those closest to the center. As discussed in the nrain text, there is so.e uneasiness
about the literal interpretation of pre-main sequence mass tracks and isochrones
However, the results of that discussion should not affect the apparent makeup of
the stellar population a. a function of radial distance. For completeness, we
reiterate our presentation in the main text, by stating that when all stars at
projected radii r < 2 pc are included, we find that the 1) the low-ma.s stars
populate a region extending in luminosity from near or slightly above the
"birthline" to the 2 or 3 Myr isochrone; 2) the high-mass stars are on or near the
zero-age main sequence with inferred ages comparable to those derived for the
low-mass stars; and 3) the intermediate-mass stars appear to be older than the
lower-mass stars.
Can we say anything from this preliminary HR diagram about the mass
distribution in the Trapezium region? Although our survey is far from being
"complete" at the low mass end, we do include in this HR diagram all of the
intermediate- and high-mass stars (unless they are heavily extincted) found at
radii r < 0.5 pc from 6' C Ori. Looking at the mass distribution as we do in the
mam text, we find a ratio of intermediate- to low-mass stars, N(l < M/Mq < 10):
N(0.1 < M/Mq < 1) of 0.34 or less, which is not exceptionally unsual although it
is higher than the nominal value of 0.16. Additional spectroscopic data is needed
m order to address the mass function issue properly and confirm or deny our
impression that the distribution of stellar masses in the ONC is close to that
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expected from standard mass functions Wh.t , uions. a is unusual about the Trapezium
re„o„ ,s that the. a.e 6 sta. „th masses M > 10 located wHhin th.s s™,,
area, translating
.nto a n,ea„ (t.ue) separation between the massive stars of only
about 0.44pc.
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